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Introduction

All over the globe, we are moving to the city.

Sixty years ago only 3 of every 10 people

on the planet lived in an urban setting. Today

more than half do, and the United Nations

projects that by 2050 nearly 7 in 10 people will

dwell in cities.
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This rapid urban shift is happening while

the earth’s population booms. The world’s

cities are expected to balloon from 3.6 billion

inhabitants today to more than 6 billion by

mid-century. Once we mostly dwelled close to
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the land and our sources of agriculture. Now,

collectively, we are being driven to cities to

seek work or are simply being seduced by the

appeal of urban life.

As a result, we face both a dire emergency

and a tremendous opportunity. At their best,

our modern cities are hubs of human

connection, fountains of creativity, and

exemplars of green living. Yet at the same

time, they still suffer the symptoms of industrial

urbanization: pollution, crowding, crime,

social fragmentation, and dehumanization.
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Now is the time to envision what cities can be

and to transform them. We must seize the

urgency to make cities models of how

humanity can live.

City 2.0 is both a book and a broader

initiative that seek the most innovative ideas to

answer these questions:

— How can we transform cities to be

sustainable, efficient, beautiful, and

invigorating to the human soul?

— How can we bring together residents
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of diverse backgrounds, and empower

and uplift the disenfranchised?

— How can city design propel us to

realize our healthiest bodies, strongest

communities, and most creative minds?

— And practically speaking, how do we

get from here to there?

 

This book celebrates 12 promising,

provocative responses to this challenge, in

realms ranging from transportation to food to

art. We partnered in selecting these ideas with
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the dynamic and determined team at the

Atlantic Cities, the Atlantic’s online magazine

for an increasingly urbanized world, and its

reporters contributed two essays to the book.

We also tapped the energy and combined

global wisdom of TEDxCity2.0. On one

electric day in October 2012, organizers in 36

countries — from Iraq to Madagascar —

hosted 68 events to share the stories of urban

innovators and organizers, stewards and artists,

builders and tastemakers. Our opening photo

essay, which illustrates the dizzying
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urbanization of Shanghai, came from one of

these talks.

The essays here offer a glimpse of the

possibilities and challenges before us. The

conversation and action only begin on these

virtual pages. City 2.0 is also an online forum

that collects and showcases stories and projects

for urban innovation from around the world.

Go to  Explore, get inspired, and

share your own ideas.

Our cities can’t wait.

TheCity2.org.
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Shanghai
metamorphosis
A father and son capture how the
past vanishes, and the future
appears, in a blink

Photography by Xu Xixian and Xu Jianrong

Photographers’ text translated and adapted by Wu

Jingyang

To glimpse the dizzying pace at which cities

can mushroom from medium to massive, full
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to bursting, and traditional to übermodern,

look at Shanghai.

The growth took root in the late 1970s, as

China emerged from its Cultural

Revolution. Young intellectuals flooded from

the countryside back into the urban centers.

Shanghai, which had once flourished as Asia’s

financial hub, became one of 14 coastal cities

chosen by the government to reopen their

economies to the world.

New authorities began working to

restructure the city’s economic system and
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enhance industry. For the first time, China

allowed college graduates to travel overseas for

further study and allowed citizens to make

international phone calls uncensored. An

obsession with Western fashion gripped

Shanghai. Residents shed the traditional

Chinese dark tunic suit and donned jeans and

flared trousers. State-owned enterprises still

doubled as social agencies, providing housing,

day care, education, and health care, but by

the mid-1980s the government also began to

boost private enterprise to reconnect to the

outside world.
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Even while the Tiananmen Square

protestors of 1989 demanded political reform

in Beijing, their dramatic standoff didn’t slow

the breakneck growth in Shanghai. The city

boomed. The Shanghai Stock Exchange

opened. More young people abandoned the

countryside for the city. The Shanghai Metro

started operation in 1995, and by 2010 earned

the title of the world’s longest metro system,

shuttling up to 5 million riders a day.

Population in the metropolitan area nearly

doubled in three decades, to top 23 million in

2010, making Shanghai China’s most densely
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peopled megacity. The city’s GDP exploded to

more than $300 billion.

This rapid urbanization meant mass-scale

demolition and construction for the city and its

people. Land reclamation campaigns gobbled

up surrounding areas. Pastoral outskirts

became pulsing neighborhoods. Despite the

explosion of the big and modern, however, it’s

still possible to find small, traditional

structures, like flickers of the recent past,

scattered among the soaring high-rises.

Through his camera lens, Xu Xixian
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witnessed it all.

The son of a tailor and the oldest of six

children, Xu recalls traveling alone as a boy in

the 1950s from Shanghai to the countryside to

gather mushrooms for his family. In the

desolate district of Jiangwan (which is now

consumed by the city), the sight of willows

bathed in sunlight refreshed him. The trips

taught him to admire the visual landscape.

Xu started his career as a clerk at the

coupon office of the Wusong grain

administrative center. His first camera was a
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second-hand German model, which cost him a

half-year of savings, 60 yuan, in 1965. When

the stirrings of the Cultural Revolution began,

he burned his photos to avoid trouble. But

party crusaders nonetheless found his habit of

penning poetry suspect. In 1969, shortly after

the birth of his son, Xu Jianrong, the father

served a year of hard labor on an island in the

Yangtze River.

In the mid-1970s, the elder Xu saw his

neighborhood begin to change. He became a

mechanic, but in 1978 bought another second-
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hand camera and resumed photographing in

his spare time. Over time, the transformation

he saw became so pervasive that he found it

necessary to draw up detailed schedules for his

photography trips in the city. As he traversed

the suburbs and the downtown, Xu kept an

atlas on which he planned traffic routes and

prepared historical notes on each site of

interest. By the turn of the millennium, Xu had

developed an archive of more than 20,000

black-and-white photographs depicting roads,

buildings, rivers, and daily life in almost every

corner of Shanghai. In 2010, the atlas enabled
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Xu’s son to return and photograph precisely

the same spots, in color, showing the noisy,

lively city today.

The photographs by father and son

catalog the transformation of a city in a

vanishing instant. “The sights that we

experienced in our life may become distant

memories in the days to come,” says the elder

Xu. “The invention of the camera is really a

blessing in that it enables us to record the

bygone era; otherwise, it can only be wistfully

recalled in our dreams. The city we live by is
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undergoing unprecedented changes. I think we

are obliged to do something about it, to record

what gradually blurred in the memory of our

generation.”

Most subjects in the father’s photos —

cyclists, vendors, and the modest housing of

the past — are already passing into history,

making way for the new landscape, almost as

fast as light gliding into his lens.

City life memory
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Shanghai residents bustle through a street market on

North Zhongshan Road, in the Zhujiawan business

area of Shanghai, in November 1980. Private cars

were not common at that time, when ordinary
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workers needed to save a half-year’s salary to buy a

bicycle. Thirty years later, local news outlets

reported the number of cars had reached a million.

Lottery
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In 1985, throngs of people crowded around the

lottery booths for a 1,000-yuan payout (worth a few

hundred U.S. dollars then). By 2006, lottery

signboards advertising wins of 50 million yuan
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(about $6 million) were common — but far less

appealing. Educated residents by then preferred to

put their money into more reliably profitable

investments, such as property, stocks, and banks’

financial products. Twenty years is long enough to

change people’s perspective.

Assimilation
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Residents gather in 1978 at the City God Temple,

or Chenghuang Miao, the locus of the traditional

commerce district inside Shanghai’s old walled city.

The way of life at that time was uniform: A
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consistent ideology, standard clothing, common

livelihood, and other similarities unified citizens in

both mind and appearance.

Survival
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The facade of Our Lady of Lourdes Church, like

other old architecture that weathered turbulent

times, tells a story of survival. Founded in 1894, the

church in Shanghai’s Pudong District was renamed
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Anti-Imperialist Hall during the Cultural

Revolution, before being restored to its original

name in 1990 and opened to Christians to pray. The

elder and younger Xus photographed it in 1989 and

2005, respectively.

A spark of remembrance
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When the photographers returned in 2005 to this

spot on Binjiang Avenue (called Lannidu Road

when the elder Xu photographed it in 1990), a

security guard stopped them from entering a
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construction site. Then they showed him the old

photos, and the man grabbed the father’s hand and

said he had once lived in the old house in the image

above. The guard said he had been struggling to

recall memories of his home, but seeing the photos,

he could name each person pictured on the street.

The city’s memories, scattered with the changing

landscape in such a short time, are fading.

Custom and attitude
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In 1994, the state-owned Xinhuo Cinema was a

popular place for people to meet friends and hang

out. By 2004, fewer and fewer moviegoers would

patronize an old cinema like Xinhuo. Regardless of
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the building’s changed appearance, the

photographers sensed that something of the old

remained.

Vicissitude
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Signs of the past are vanishing fast from this street,

in the Wusong commercial area of Shanghai’s

Baoshan District, seen here in 1986 and 2005.
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The Pudong District, seen from the Garden Bridge,

in 1987 still strongly showed its history as a little-

developed agricultural area. By 2004, it had become

China’s financial center, the booming commercial
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hub known as the Bund.
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Share everything
Collaborative consumption arises
from urbanization, and it’s here to
stay

By Emily Badger, the Atlantic Cities

The “equipment library” at  in

Northeast Washington, D.C., contains some of

the more mundane artifacts of the modern

“sharing economy”: an oversized whisk, a set

of spatulas, ladles, chopping knives, sheet pans,

and tongs. “Collaborative consumption,” as

Union Kitchen
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this cultural phenomenon is also known, is

more often associated with the big-ticket items

that have given the concept such bemusing

cachet. Suddenly, it seems, people are casually

lending and borrowing cars, bikes, even

brownstones. But the basic kitchenware

hanging in this 7,300-square-foot warehouse

reveals the reaches to which all this sharing

could ultimately expand, as well as the reasons

why it must.
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Union Kitchen Founder Jonas Singer
cleans up after a cooking session in the

main kitchen.
IMAGE: DANIEL HARRIS

Union Kitchen moved into the space in
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late November 2012, taking over what had

been the commissary for a chain of local kebab

houses. Jonas Singer and Cullen Gilchrist had

been looking to expand the kitchen operations

of a café they owned in the city. But this two-

story red brick warehouse on a cramped

manufacturing block was more space than they

needed. So they turned the warehouse —

complete with a walk-in freezer, two

refrigerators, and prep space for two dozen

entrepreneurs — into a shared kitchen and

food incubator. For $500 a month, member

chefs get their own share of a prep table, access
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to communal equipment, pantry shelves, and

ingredients at wholesale prices.

By early January, the kitchen already had

nearly a dozen members, including a cupcake

food truck company, a caterer specializing in

mole sauces and chocolate cakes, and the city’s

lone kombucha brewer. It would be

prohibitively expensive for any of them to open

their own commercial kitchen. There also isn’t

enough affordable space in this growing city to

do so.
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Union Kitchen members prep for an
event. The commercial kitchen also

serves as an event space, maximizing
the building’s efficiency.

IMAGE: DANIEL HARRIS
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“The reality is that if D.C. swells from a

place where there are 500,000 people in 2010

to a place where there are 850,000 in 2020,

well, what are we doing with those 350,000

extra people?” Singer asks. “A lot of the

sharing economy just has to do with the

number of people living per square foot of

land. It’s all about physical space.”

The rise of the so-called sharing economy

has been chalked up to many things:

Millennials rejecting car ownership, the

environmentally conscious glomming onto the
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latest eco-trend, even broke urbanites who will

want all their own stuff again as soon as the

economy recovers. Ron Williams, CEO of

online gear-lending outlet  admits

that the sharing pioneers (himself included)

enabled too many articles describing all of this

as a precious curiosity: People are sharing

whoopee-pie makers! On the Internet! With

strangers!

But as Singer’s kitchen illustrates,

collective ownership in all its evolving forms

constitutes less a fleeting fad and more an

SnapGoods,
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essential piece of how we’ll live in an

increasingly dense, urbanized world. This is

both a physical and economic reality.

“Fundamentally,” Singer says, “if more people

are living on the same square foot of land, and

that square foot of land is worth more money,

what are the consequences and how do we set

up our society to deal with that? That’s what

we’re trying to wrap our heads around.”

Back in style

Sharing is, of course, an old idea. “This is just
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Colonial Williamsburg,” Singer says, invoking

eras past and sweeping his arms out to capture

the whole building. “That’s all this is.”

Although one persistent problem at Union

Kitchen is quite modern: the chaotic parking

scene outside on the narrow block shared by

an auto mechanic, a Chinese noodle shop, a

woodworker, and a printing press. Sharing has

its downsides, too.

We’re used to the notion of sharing

libraries, public parks, and train cars. But in

many ways, American culture drifted away
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from sharing as a value when we spread out

from city centers and into the suburbs. Molly

Turner, director of public policy for the short-

term rental lodging website  pins the

turning point to an iconic image:  Richard

Nixon, in Moscow, introducing Nikita

Khrushchev to the modern marvel of the

washing machine available for private

consumption in every American home.

Beginning with the era of that washing

machine, Turner argues, we forgot how to

share.

 

Airbnb,
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In the so-called Kitchen Debate, Vice
President Richard Nixon and Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev dispute
their countries’ relative merits while
touring the United States exhibit in

Moscow in 1959.
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IMAGE: ASSOCIATED PRESS

We came to prize instead personal

ownership — of multiple cars, of large homes

with private backyards and space inside for

appliances that would never fit in a modest city

walk-up. Today, we’re witnessing a true

change in paradigm. Much has transformed in

the last few years alone: the economy,

technology, and the allure of cities themselves.

“What’s really going on here is the

urbanization of the world and the

reurbanization of American cities,” Turner
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says. “Either consciously or subconsciously,

[people] are realizing that that involves the

public realm, the commons, sharing goods and

services and infrastructure. And I think that

kind of bleeds into your personal life.”

This move back into city centers also

coincided with the Great Recession. Those big

houses and multiple cars, it turns out, were

beyond many of our means. And it’s no

coincidence, Turner says, that Airbnb — a

company founded around shared housing —

was born in 2008, just as the United States was
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entering a recession built on a housing crisis.

For many Airbnb hosts, the spare rooms they

rented through the service helped them keep

their homes. City living, for all its allure, is

expensive, but the sharing economy makes it

possible for more people, whether they’re

sharing a car because they can’t afford to own

one, or a bike because they’ve got nowhere to

store it.

We’re also witnessing a shift toward

sharing because of technology. The new tools

include online payment models, network
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search tools, and identity verification systems

that make trust at least somewhat possible

among strangers. The Internet has essentially

allowed us to expand the circle of people with

whom we share. But even more fundamentally,

the open-source culture of the Web has taught

us how to share and made sharing a default of

social interaction.

“There’s some pretty good empirical

evidence that people, in a sense, get in a habit

of sharing,” says Lee Rainie, the director of the

Pew Research Center’s Internet & American
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Life Project. “It’s a frictionless process online

and in the digital form. Why wouldn’t that be

the gateway drug to being a sharer in other

contexts?”

Lighter loads

Expensive, fixed assets like cars and housing

actually have turned out to be the low-hanging

fruit of the sharing economy. They’re costly to

own individually, making the incentive to

share them that much higher. And most cars

sit unused for the majority of their lives,
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meaning that owners pay hefty costs to drive

them only a fraction of the time.

, a San Francisco-based car-

sharing company, pushed the idea pioneered

by companies like Zipcar even further into the

realm of what would once have been

considered impossible. The company,

launched in mid-2011, enables individuals to

share their private vehicles. Skeptics insisted

that people would never share their own cars

(by which they really meant, “I would never

share mine.”) It turned out plenty of other

Getaround
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people were willing to take the risk, including

the owner of a Tesla Roadster. To this day, the

sharing service remains the only way you can

rent the $150,000 sports car in San Francisco.

“That helped a lot of people with Priuses and

Mini Coopers share theirs,” company founder

Jessica Scorpio says. Within the company’s first

year and a half, it signed up 10,000 vehicles.

Airbnb has similarly destigmatized

strangers in private homes. Today, half of the

company’s hosts are renting out a spare room,

living alongside a stranger. The other half are
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turning their empty apartments over to

unknown tenants. One of the older companies

in the sharing space — at all of 4 years old —

Airbnb has spawned its own share of mimics.

“There’s such a proliferation of ‘the Airbnb of

XYZ,’” Turner says, “and I think some of the

models probably aren’t going anywhere, like

the ‘Airbnb of toilets’ or the ‘Airbnb of dogs.’”

But she predicts that services meeting the

needs of both sides of a market — the givers

and receivers in sharing — will succeed.

Airbnb, for instance, helps homeowners and

also increasingly serves a freelance work force
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as prone to temporarily changing cities as jobs.

Some physical goods — maybe not dogs

or toilets — are exchanging hands in the

shared economy, too. There actually is

someone in Manhattan on SnapGoods offering

whoopee-pie makers (includes a recipe book!).

But the shared economy of stuff works best

with assets that are expensive to own and

infrequently used, like camera and music

accessories, or high-end home tools.

SnapGoods sells itself with the slogan “Own

less, do more,” a nod to the idea that our
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culture increasingly values the accumulation of

experiences over assets (if you don’t own a

high-end camera with multiple lenses and

tripods, maybe you can afford to take a trip to

Yosemite as an amateur photographer with

borrowed gear).

“People don’t want the cognitive load

associated with owning,” reasons Neal

Gorenflo, the publisher of Shareable magazine.

Stuff you own requires care.

Strength in numbers
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All of these models — alongside many others

such as co-working spaces and shared nannies

— at the end of the day are about efficiency,

even if they also speak to altruism. Ownership,

by definition, implies idleness. Whatever you

own that you’re not using right this second

may be going to waste. Or worse, you’re

wasting scarce money on it.

Viewed through that lens, the sharing

economy has the potential to address some of

the biggest problems of cities. It’s not just a
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survival strategy for low-wage workers living in

a costly metropolis. It’s a strategy for urban

planning. “It changes everything,” says Janelle

Orsi, executive director of the Sustainable

Economies Law Center and a sharing

economy lawyer.

Bike and car sharing will influence

municipal policies for improving

transportation flow. Getaround will contribute

to reducing carbon emissions (studies suggest

that one shared car can take 13 or 14 others off

the road). Airbnb will help provide housing
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flexibility in cities that now have a severe

mismatch in supply (of outdated, oversized

housing) and demand. The sharing economy,

Orsi believes, could even address urban crime,

through the stability of social networks that it

will spawn and the greater number of people it

will be able to provide for. Orsi says, “It’s

going to just completely change how cities

visualize their space and visualize their

problems and how to solve them.”

Trouble is, the existing American city

wasn’t built for the sharing economy. Our
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cities have been designed to separate out the

functions of our lives, with residential and

commercial zones, consumers and producers

clearly demarcated. The sharing economy

upends all of that.

“Cities are going to have to reconsider

and rethink how they view public space,” says

Josh Moskowitz, the business development

manager for car-sharing service Car2go.

The reaction of most cities so far as been

to warily size up Airbnb hosts as vacation

rental owners, or rideshares as taxicabs. Their
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real identity is still something legally

undefined, requiring new policies that

recognize, for instance, the difference between

someone recouping the cost of owning a car by

giving rides in it, and someone making a hefty

profit that way.

Bureaucracies have to figure this out

because the benefits will be so immense, at

both citizen and city scales. The very thing that

makes cities so powerful — their ability to

agglomerate — will only be enhanced by the

sharing economy. Picture what’s possible when
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those densely packed people are further

connected to each other through networks

modeled in the digital age and built on the

real-world sharing of cars, spare bedrooms,

and whisks.
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Urban aquaponics
How rooftop fish-and-vegetable
farms can revolutionize city food

By Roman Gaus

On an early June morning in 2010, I stood

outside the Aquaponics research facility at the

University of Applied Sciences, perched on a

green hilltop in Wädenswil, Switzerland, 20

minutes outside Zurich. The lab director,

Andreas Graber, had finally given in to my
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persistent calls requesting a visit. Graber,

Switzerland’s most prolific aquaponics

researcher, had been publishing on the subject

for eight years — a long time in this young

field.

Graber greeted me, and

we stepped inside. The lab,

bright and humid under its

greenhouse roof, contained a

few round fish basins, each

about 6 feet wide. Fierce-

looking fish, red and shiny,
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swam around inside. A host of instruments and

sensors, connected to a small screen, dashed

out data on oxygen and carbon dioxide levels

in the water. Large PVC pipes led from the

fish basins to a “water garden,” an area the

size of a small bedroom, canopied by huge

banana leaves. Growing beneath them were

about 10 different plants, including coffee and

lemongrass.

I would later describe this sight to friends

and family as my come-to-Jesus moment.

Aquaponics is a method of combined fish
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and vegetable farming that requires no soil.

The farmer cultivates freshwater fish

(aquaculture) and plants (hydroponics) in a

recirculating water system that exchanges

nutrients between the two. Wastewater from

the fish serves as organic fertilizer for the

plants, while the plants clean the water of fish

feces and urine. The net result: a 90 percent

reduction in freshwater use compared with

conventional fish farming, and a significant

reduction in added nutrients such as fossil

fertilizers. The system can be run without

pesticides and, because the fish environment is
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spacious and clean, without antibiotics.

 

Aquaponics, simplified.
COURTESY OF URBANFARMERS LTD.

I had first heard about aquaponics from a

friend in Nashville, Tenn., where I ran the
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North American branch of Franke, a Swiss

espresso equipment supplier. I was intrigued

by the method’s natural resource efficiency

and its potential for large-scale urban

cultivation. But it took me until this moment in

Graber’s lab to recognize how dramatically

aquaponics would change my life and that it

could radically change how we feed the

booming cities around the world.

In the lab, the pumps made gushy sounds

at regular intervals. The water dripped. As the

plants’ leaves evaporated moisture, I could
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hear the place breathe. I picked a ripe, red

tomato from a vine. This lab, I sensed, could

morph into an urban oasis: a lush, breathing

organism inside the city. Unlike static green

spaces like parks, this would be an actual farm

as well as a place of tranquility in the city —

not to mention a space that could generate the

food to feed that city, with minimal harm to

the environment or human health, just steps

from residents’ tables.

Birth of the Box
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Urban farming today is no longer a hobby

practiced by a few dedicated enthusiasts

growing food for themselves. It has become a

truly innovative field in which pioneering

ventures are creating real, robust, and scalable

solutions for growing food for large numbers of

people directly at the point of consumption.

This is great news not only for urban designers,

architects, and building engineers, but also for

residents and communities that want to

increase food security and become more

resilient to climate change.
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Thus aquaponics, which was reportedly

used by ancient civilizations such as the Aztecs,

is seeing the sprouts of resurgence in modern

cities. The fact that the method requires no soil

makes it particularly suitable for urban

environments. Large amounts of fresh and

healthy food — including fish — can now be

grown sustainably on urban rooftops, parking

lots, or any vacant plot in the city. Think of

fresh fish harvested just minutes before it is

delivered to your doorstep!

After seeing Graber’s farm, I grew
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determined to get this vision out of the

laboratory and into real cities, starting with

mine.

Graber and I teamed up to launch the

company  in 2011, with the

goal of developing large-scale, productive,

commercial rooftop farms. Until then, urban

aquaponics had been tried in small ventures,

with mixed success. We believed it was time for

the technique to grow up. This would require

technological improvements to make

aquaponics more robust and reliable, as well as

UrbanFarmers
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a new business model for urban food systems

selling directly to the consumer. Never mind

that I was an MBA who had never grown

anything bigger than some basil on my balcony

for spaghetti sauce.
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The UrbanFarmers Box demonstrates
that food can grow in the seemingly
unlikeliest of places, such as on the

Viadukt in Zurich.
IMAGE: COURTESY OF URBANFARMERS LTD.
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To test and prove my idea, I investigated

urban-farm options and came across a French

design for a 20-foot cargo ship container with a

greenhouse module built on top. It looked like

it could house an aquaponics system. The

container was relatively small and portable —

the size of two parking spaces — and could be

easily toured in public places: in front of

schools, supermarkets, or parking lots. All it

required were electrical and water hookups. I

liked the ruggedness of the cargo container

combined with the leafy beauty of cultivation.

The UrbanFarmers Box was born. Two
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containers arrived from Hamburg — old, rusty

versions that had spent the last 11 years at sea,

now ready to embark on a new life.

The Box was a hit at the International

Federation of Landscape Architects convention

in Zurich and outside an old factory building

in Berlin. We had built the box so that visitors

could walk inside. They loved it. The German

weekly Der Spiegel wrote it up. It was time for

urban aquaponics to scale up.

Safe and sustainable
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The need for large-scale urban food solutions

is profound. The way we currently grow food

in Switzerland accounts for nearly one-third of

the country’s total environmental footprint in

CO2 emissions and the use of water and other

natural resources, the 

 Other Western nations’

consumption is likely similar. This means

producing the food on our plates makes more

than twice the impact on the environment as

fueling our cars or heating our homes.

Swiss government has

determined.
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Health concerns with food also abound.

Recurring food safety scandals have reminded

us how dependent we are on farms that

operate far away, out of sight. What’s more,

the extensive use of chemical additives,

fertilizers, pesticides, and antibiotics has

become an indispensable part of conventional

agriculture today. This practice grants us

higher productivity but at the expense of

animal and human health. Urban farming

tends to use truly organic practices and thus is

less prone to such hazards.
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Roman Gaus serves up trout harvested
from the UrbanFarmers Box.

IMAGE: COURTESY OF URBANFARMERS LTD.

The basic business concept for an urban
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farmer is simple: Grow local food in the city,

avoid middlemen and transportation distances,

and exploit higher margins by selling directly

to customers. The farmer avoids the hugely

complex, costly, and polluting distribution and

refrigeration system through which city food

otherwise travels. Therefore, the farmer also

enjoys a competitive advantage in delivering

truly fresh, tasty, and nutrient-rich food to

customers’ doorsteps. Urban farming also

helps cut way back on food waste — which

currently represents about one-third of all food

produced worldwide, reports the United
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Nations’  program — through

smaller and more direct delivery from harvest

to plate.

Farms of the future

The solitary Boxes we first showcased on city

sidewalks are now multiplying and morphing.

We are building a 2,700-square-foot

greenhouse farm on a rooftop in Basel,

Switzerland. We started selling fresh produce

to five local restaurants in January 2013, just

six months after construction started. This

Think.Eat.Save
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roof-garden-on-steroids should yield more than

five tons of fresh vegetables and nearly a ton of

fish per year, feeding a local community of 100

people year-round.
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UrbanFarmers’ first commercial-scale
farm takes shape on a rooftop in Basel,

Switzerland.
COURTESY OF URBANFARMERS LTD.

Rooftops present a great opportunity for

farming; they are large, unexploited spaces

within the city. Most commercial rooftops are

also perfectly fit for the technical challenges, in

terms of building physics, zoning laws, and

system integration with the host building. A

standard commercial rooftop in a Western city

is about four times the size of our test farm,

which means it could produce up to 20 tons of

vegetables and four tons of fish — an annual
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harvest to feed 400. A significant part, if not

the entire annual consumption, of fresh fish

and vegetables for a building’s tenants could be

served through its roof.

Urban aquaponics ventures have sprung

up elsewhere since we started. In the U.S.,

they’re playing a role in the promising urban

agriculture hubs emerging from Milwaukee

(see  farm) and Chicago (like

at ), providing green jobs in

otherwise depleted industrial areas. Large

investors and Silicon Valley tech firms are

Sweet Water

312 Aquaponics
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taking notice and helping to fertilize the

growth of so-called Agriculture 2.0.

Aquaponics is also used in Cuba and North

Korea.

Amid the excitement, however, we must

remember that commercial-scale aquaponics is

a delicate technology requiring a sensitive

balance between the cultivation of fish and

vegetables. You cannot maximize yields for

either part without creating problems.

Maintaining food safety and quality in these

systems is critical. Going forward, it will take
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time, ingenuity, and significant investment to

perfect our methods, become profitable, and

make an impact.

We are only beginning to understand the

vast potential of aquaponics rooftop farming in

the city. I am convinced that it will prove a

working, robust, and scalable solution to feed

growing urban centers in the 21st century. It

won’t replace our conventional food system

but could achieve a sizeable urban market

share. With populations already large and still

exploding, growing food in the city for the city
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makes sense not only environmentally but also

commercially. The future could see us

integrate solar panels on a greenhouse roof

with waste heat streams from server farms

within a building, possibly even creating zero-

emission urban farms. Additional integration

synergies are yet to be explored.

The urban sanctuary I envisioned in

Graber’s lab is coming to life. Our farm and

others like it can transform urban communities

from food deserts into living oases where fresh

food is grown, delivered, and directly
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consumed. Now it’s time for pioneers and

entrepreneurs around the world to expand this

reality and bring a fresh revolution into our

cities, one fish and one tomato at a time.

 

Watch Roman Gaus’ TEDxZurich
Talk here.
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Cities without
highways
Why our opportunity to transform
streetscapes is now

By Diana Lind

On a clear spring day in 2010, I took a

motorboat tour down the Delaware River with

urban planner Harris Steinberg. Steinberg had

helped develop Philadelphia’s first cohesive
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plan for revitalizing the city’s postindustrial

waterfront, and I listened excitedly as he

explained how those piers overgrown with

shrubs and thin trees would soon become parks

reconnecting citizens to this oft-ignored

waterway and how a suburban-style collection

of big-box stores, including the country’s only

waterfront Wal-Mart, would be reimagined as

a pedestrian-oriented neighborhood with new

housing. Bike paths would line the river, and

Philadelphia’s historic street grid, like

outstretched arms, would extend all the way to

the water as it once had.
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Interstate 95 slices along the
Philadelphia shoreline, dividing the

Delaware River from downtown.
IMAGE: TREE OF LIFE / SHUTTERSTOCK
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But viewed from the water, the city faced

a clear obstacle to this visionary plan. Eight

lanes of Interstate 95, elevated like a viaduct,

sat beside six lanes of a heavily trafficked

boulevard and collectively blocked

Philadelphia’s vibrant downtown from the

Delaware.

More than just an eyesore, the highway

served as a physical and mental barrier,

preventing most Philadelphians from ever

experiencing the river. Straddling nearly 100

acres of prime real estate in downtown
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Philadelphia that presented an enormous

opportunity cost to the city’s tax base, I-95 was

a symbol of misbegotten 20th-century urban

planning that lingered into the present.

When I mentioned what a shame the

highway was, Harris told me offhandedly that

all 51 miles of I-95 in Pennsylvania were

undergoing phased replacement. The last

portion of I-95 to be replaced would be the

three-mile stretch along Philadelphia’s

waterfront. Even though the construction

wasn’t slated to begin for another 20 years, the
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state’s Department of Transportation was

already planning the replacement highway. Its

plan for the new version of the highway was

simple: Remove the elevated highway and

build it again, as a heinous eight-lane intrusion

on the city.

It sounds crazy that planners, engineers,

and government officials would do such a

thing. But it’s more frightening that when

presented with the opportunity to do

something different, they won’t.

Although my nonprofit
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organization,  and other local

advocacy groups have brought attention to this

issue through forums, design competitions, and

other efforts, my meetings with the

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation

and the metropolitan planning organization

have made it clear that these planners are

uninterested in changing the highway’s size or

location — no matter its deleterious effects on

the city. They refused to study other options,

calling any changes to the status quo pie in the

sky. There was barely money for a highway;

how could the city afford to do anything

Next City,
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beyond the basics? And they decried my

proposal to remove the highway and return

part of its footprint to development. They still

saw Philadelphia as a weak-market city with a

vacant-property problem that could never pull

off something so ambitious. As for replacing

highway infrastructure with more transit

options, I was told that suburbanites wouldn’t

have it. To every idea, the answer was no.

But what if replacing urban highways

with city-scaled roadways and more transit

options weren’t impossible? What if we agreed
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that we needed to think less about the

demands for infrastructure today and plan

better for our lifestyles and transportation

patterns 50 years from now?

Just look back nearly 60 years, and the

story of building interstate highways serves as

inspiration. Back then the country looked to

infrastructure as a way of growing the

economy, generating the revenue that would

sustain the growing population.

The  of 1956

authorized the spending of $25 billion (more

Federal-Aid Highway Act
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than $200 billion these days) for the

construction of more than 40,000 miles of

interstate highway over the coming decade. In

the face of this dauntingly massive

infrastructure project, President Eisenhower

and his administration were steadfast because

they believed faster, better transportation

would heighten Americans’ quality of life,

jump-start a new autocentric economic sector,

and increase Americans’ lifestyle options. And

they were right. The gross domestic product of

the country quintupled between 1956 and

2013. The number of automobiles and trucks
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on American roads now exceeds the number of

people living here. The highways spurred vast

growth in Sun Belt states like Arizona and

Georgia, and spawned new suburbs around

the country.

All told, we’ve spent hundreds of billions

of dollars on highways, accounting for nearly

50,000 miles of pavement in the country.

That’s enough road to drive around the earth

— twice. In the end, this highway system

revolutionized mobility, expanded the

economy, and had an enormous impact on the
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development of American cities.

But half a century after the explosive

growth of highways, this particular type of

infrastructure has long passed its point of

diminishing returns. While the growth of the

suburbs engendered by the highway system at

one point fueled the housing industry and led

to comfortable middle-class lifestyles for

millions of people, it also led to sprawling cities

that many argue have hurt the economy. For

example, the Natural Resources Defense

Council conducted research that shows how
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“location-efficient” neighborhoods, defined by

walkable access to amenities and

transportation, are less likely to experience

high foreclosure rates.

Although highways increased mobility

and thereby opened up job opportunities

outside the traditional downtown business

district (the average American spends 26

minutes commuting 16 miles in each

direction), they eventually led to car-dependent

communities that ironically limited people’s

access to city amenities. Sidewalks, once the
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thoroughfares of every city, disappeared in the

suburbs; now Americans make less than 6

percent of their daily trips by foot and, not

surprising, one-third of Americans are obese.

The results are unsustainable at the most

personal and the most global levels.

But while America changed — the

market trending toward urban, mobile

lifestyles — highways failed to change with it.

Their role of connecting parts of the country

hundreds of miles apart is undeniable, but in

cities undergoing urban renewal, highways are
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increasingly problematic. Their blight on cities

is generally recognizable as both causing great

disinvestment in the area immediately

surrounding them and also being particular to

the cities they affect.
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Interstate 10 severs the New Orleans
neighborhoods of the French Quarter,

foreground, and the Treme.
IMAGE: INFROGMATION / CREATIVE COMMONS
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In New Orleans, a highway was initially

proposed in the 1960s to cut through the

French Quarter, but instead an elevated

highway along Claiborne Avenue was chosen.

Claiborne Avenue was once a bustling corridor

with grassy medians lined with majestic oak

trees; after the highway was built, its

neighboring community of the Treme slid into

decline. Today, on one side of the highway,

tourism fuels the economic engine of the city;

on the other side, poverty has a firm grip on

the population. Similar housing stock is

pristinely preserved in the French Quarter and
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frequently dilapidated in the Treme. And

racial segregation, already a problem

throughout the city, is heightened along the

highway. Whereas advocates couldn’t block

the highway’s construction a half-century ago,

the 2009 master plan for the city of New

Orleans calls for the removal of a section of the

I-10 expressway.

In St. Louis, I-70 is vastly underused and

severs a resurgent downtown from the

Mississippi River. While plans are in the works

to create a parklike platform over the highway,
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reconnecting the city with the Gateway Arch

and the river, local advocacy groups such as

City to River are calling for the highway to be

replaced entirely by a boulevard. Why have a

highway when there’s no need? A boulevard

would accommodate more transit modes and

encourage a greater connection between

downtown and the river wards. A study is

under way to understand what such a plan

would mean for the region.

In the Bronx, the Sheridan Expressway

and other highways tear apart neighborhoods,
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which has prompted a coalition of community-

based organizations to propose a way to

replace roadways with economic development

and environmental remediation. In this, one of

the poorest sections of the country, the annual

cost of a car (now nearly $9,000) is too high for

many locals. Here, the highways don’t connect

people; they separate the South Bronx from

much of New York City.

Indeed, highways pay no tax to the cities

in which they’re located. They serve people

from out of town more than the locals who
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have to put up with them. They carry noisy,

polluting cars and encourage storm-water

runoff, with impunity. And they’re breaking

down, piece by piece, requiring billions of

dollars to fix.

If only there were a way we could get

these highways out of their unfortunate

locations in the downtowns of dozens of cities!

Remarkably, some cities have already done

just that. Famously, Boston replaced its above-

ground highway with a tunnel. The Big Dig

cost more than $15 billion and took a decade
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of construction, not to mention years of

planning. Although this project was too costly

and time-consuming to be repeated, few locals

would deny the transformation of downtown

Boston. After the Big Dig, a mile-long green

space with benches and fountains welcomed

the public. Buildings near the highway whose

windows had long been bricked over were

opened to views across the city.
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The Rose F. Kennedy Greenway snakes
through central Boston on a route once

shadowed by a raised highway.
IMAGE: HELLOGREENWAY / CREATIVE COMMONS
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San Francisco and New York both

created boulevards where elevated highways

once stood. After the Embarcadero Freeway in

San Francisco was damaged by an earthquake

in 1989, leaders opted not to replace it. The

Embarcadero now features a trolley line with

20,000 daily riders, lanes for bikes and cars,

and sidewalks for pedestrians. Likewise, when

the West Side Highway in New York collapsed

due to structural failure in the 1980s, the city

decided not to rebuild it. Instead, the city

shifted about half of its federal funding for the

highway toward improving mass transit, and
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used the rest to build a pedestrian-friendly

boulevard with parks and paths for biking and

jogging alongside the Hudson River.

In both cities, the surrounding

neighborhoods saw their property values soar

(by 300 percent in San Francisco) and car

traffic plummet (by half in New York). With

these precedents, Milwaukee and Providence,

R.I., removed short sections of highway to free

up space for local residential and commercial

development. In Milwaukee, Fortune 500 firm

Manpower moved its headquarters to a
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neighborhood formerly in the shadow of the

highway; meanwhile in Providence, a special

economic development zone was formed in the

footprint of the highway to support start-ups.

As for the question of what happens to all

the cars once a highway is replaced with a

boulevard, evidence shows time and again that

removing highways actually reduces the

number of cars on the road. After the West

Side Highway was replaced, traffic in that

section of Manhattan dropped from 140,000 to

95,000 vehicles per day. Many drivers
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switched to faster roads in New Jersey, and as

New York City invested more in public

transportation, some commuters switched their

daily patterns to ride subways and buses (New

York is the only city in the country where

fewer than half of all households own a car).

Traffic is one of the best-known examples of

induced demand; the more roads, the more

people will use them. If the ultimate goal is to

curb driving in a city and to move people away

from unsustainable transportation sources,

reducing the space allotted to cars is a good

way to start.
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Naysayers will tell you that these urban

highway removal projects were exceptional

cases in which a confluence of natural

disasters, strong-willed politicians, or other

unique factors allowed for the removal.

They’re not replicable examples, the detractors

will say. Not every city, they’ll add, can be like

Portland, Ore., which removed a highway

downtown and replaced it with a waterfront

park. And if every city required an earthquake

or a windfall or a Tip O’Neill to move a

highway, they’d be right.
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Fortunately, there’s another way. Think

back to 1956: Sixty years later, most highways

are reaching the end of their useful life.

Elevated highways in particular are growing

structurally obsolete, as cracks in concrete or

faulty pillars can have especially disastrous

consequences. This is an incredible

opportunity to reshape the country’s

infrastructure in the face of metropolitan

lifestyles that require more transit options and

a different kind of housing stock. The question

is: Do we have the courage that Eisenhower

had? We pride ourselves on having become a
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more progressive country than we were in the

1950s, but if we’re unable to confront the

challenges presented by decisions in our past,

how far along have we really come?

Beyond Philadelphia, New Orleans, St.

Louis, and the Bronx, many other cities —

including Cleveland; Louisville, Ky.; Buffalo

and Syracuse, N.Y. — are contemplating ways

of replacing their urban highways.

Unfortunately, despite the efforts of local and

national activists, inertia reigns.

In the coming decades, we will be faced
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with a series of questions: Should we invest

billions more in highways, or should we target

opportunities to replace highways with more

financially and environmentally sustainable

transportation options? If we don’t take this

turning point seriously, will we be stuck with

1950s infrastructure in the middle of the 21st

century? Knowing what we know about

climate change, the resurgence of core cities,

and the decreasing rates of car ownership, are

highways the right investment for the country?

There are many reasons why urban
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highways have outlasted their welcome, but in

these economically fraught times, it’s simply

the case that urban highways don’t deliver

prosperity. For all the quality-of-life

advantages of removing urban highways, and

the environmental gains of replacing highways

with transit, the case against urban highways is

an economic one.

During this moment of partisan discord,

there is no government standing steadfastly

behind any infrastructure investment. And yet

the goals from 1956 — to move people and
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goods, to contribute to our metropolitan

economies, to ensure the safety of the country

— are no less urgent. Without the courage to

adjust our infrastructure system, we risk failing

in all these goals. Fortunately, for highways,

there’s an easy opening — we have to repair

these roads one way or another. Why make the

same mistakes again?
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Watch Diana Lind’s TEDxPhilly
Talk 

IMAGE: KEVIN MONKO/MONKOPHOTO.COM

here.
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Infrastructure art
Making the structural sensual, the
Bay Lights bring beauty to the
masses

By Rachel Lehmann-Haupt

Depending on where you’re standing, the new

illumination on the San Francisco-Oakland

Bay Bridge might look like waves or stars. That

was artist  goal: to create a

sculpture of lights that imitates nature and

Leo Villareal’s
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makes the bridge appear alive with different

personalities.

The Bay Lights, Villareal’s latest

luminescent installation, opens in March 2013

on the western portion of the eight-mile span.

Its 25,000 individually programmable LED

lights will adorn the bridge’s sweeping cables

for two years,  the steel

behemoth that carries more than a quarter-

million cars a day.

 

utterly transforming
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Leo Villareal choreographs the Bay
Lights during a test run.

IMAGE: LUCAS SAUGEN

Although the light patterns look organic,
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there is nothing natural about them. Behind

the light sculpture are complex algorithms

programmed by a team of coders collaborating

with the artist. Villareal controls the entire

show via his laptop. “I try to make it just the

right level of activity, because it’s about

creating a presence but not about dominating

people’s attention,” he says. He plans to use

weather, water, and the traffic of cars, ships,

and wildlife to inspire his algorithms. The

patterns will never repeat.

Villareal is a pioneer in the use of LED
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lights and computer-driven imagery. Ben

Davis, the founder of the San Francisco agency

behind the branding of the new Bay Bridge

East Span construction, saw Villareal’s work in

San Jose, Calif., in 2010 and asked if he could

create a public art project using the bridge.

The artist immediately recognized that the Bay

Area, dominated by a culture of technology

innovation, was an ideal place for his work and

that the Bay Bridge would be a perfect canvas.

“The bridges are the icons of the Bay Area,”

he says. “So I’m taking what already exists and

adding another layer that uses software.”
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Specially trained riggers spent six months

installing the energy-efficient lights on the

bridge’s 300 cables in single strands. The lights

will use up to 175 kilowatt-hours of power

during the seven hours they dance and sparkle

each night — energy that organizers will offset

with solar credits. The $8 million project is

supported by local governments and cultural

institutions and funded by private donors.

Why go to such tremendous efforts to

create beauty? Independent researchers

predict the show will inject tens of millions of
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dollars into the local economy. But the

project’s larger aspiration is democratic:

Organizers expect 50 million people to see the

lights.

“There are a lot of people who won’t pay

$10 or $20 to go to a museum,” says Villareal.

“Urban public art is a way of eliminating

barriers, because almost anyone can look at

this kind of installation.”
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Citizens as sensors
Our cities are talking, and we’re
talking back

By Nate Berg

You’re walking to the bus stop at 5 miles per

hour. You’re going the way you always go. It’s

10 minutes later than usual. It’s 10 degrees

hotter than usual. A parking meter is out of

order up ahead. Your neighbor’s house has a

small gas leak in the basement. Your bus is 4
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minutes behind schedule. Your favorite coffee

blend is on sale today. The city of the near

future knows all these things — and so will you

— thanks to sensors embedded everywhere, in

everything, collecting and analyzing data on

the patterns and processes of urban life.

Today, the data of a city is flowing

constantly — across intersections, over power

lines, aboard buses, and through the water

pipes beneath our streets — and it’s being

quantified and scrutinized more than ever.

The data is endless. And although it has always
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been there, only recently have we figured out

ways to use it. Cities now examine data (or,

more accurately, a computer-aided

interpretation of it) to anticipate spikes in

electricity demand or to synchronize

streetlights to prevent traffic snarls. In the

urban context, information feedback loops are

making it easier for us to optimize the ways our

cities work. The so-called smart city we all

keep hearing about is being built on a

fundamental premise: With enough data and

powerful analytical tools, we can make our

cities better.
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Smartphones put this process into

overdrive; they’re already collecting and

sharing the sort of information that will

underpin the future smart city. We can get

directions, learn transit times, or find parking

thanks to our Internet-equipped mobile

phones. As smartphones advance

technologically, their owners will become —

knowingly or not — integral nodes in this vast

and dynamic network.

Indeed, the citizen sensor is already

reality. Through check-in applications like
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Foursquare and geotagging photo tools like

Instagram, we’re able to provide fairly precise

data about ourselves, what we’re doing, and

where we are. The utility here may be more

for social purposes than anything else, but it’s

important to recognize that we apparently

have no problem actively providing

information for others to consume. We’re

comfortable being the data source.

Perhaps more important, we’re also

comfortable being passive data sources —

sharing our whereabouts, for instance, without
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knowing we’re doing so. The most ubiquitous

example is the traffic layer on Google

Maps. This tool allows users to overlay real-

time information about the traffic volumes on

major roads. It works by passively — and

anonymously — collecting GPS and motion

data from phones running the Android

operating system, enabled by those terms and

conditions people agree to when first starting

up service. The result is surprisingly accurate

and can help you avoid a gnarly traffic jam en

route to work. Yet passive data collection can

do so much more.
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Drivers in Boston are

employing the GPS and

accelerometer sensors in

their smartphones to detect

and map potholes

throughout the city — and

doing so with hardly any

explicit human action. The

application is called  and when

installed and run on phones in traveling

vehicles, it automatically monitors jolts and

bumps to identify possible problem areas on

city streets. Once the app is running, the driver

Street Bump,
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does nothing. The phone is the one paying

attention, mapping the location of likely

potholes and road bumps, and sharing that

data with the city. Algorithms weed out non-

pothole disturbances, such as railroad tracks

and manhole covers, and identify legitimate

road damage that needs fixing. Using this

crowdsourced data pool, the city is able to

prioritize its road maintenance and make

inexpensive repairs of minor problems before

they become big costly ones. Fabio Carrera,

one of the developers behind Street Bump,

calls this a quid pro quo relationship:
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“Nobody’s going to use these apps unless they

get something out of it.” And the more they get

out of it, Carrera says, the more willing they’ll

be to collect data, both passively and actively.

Developed through the 

 Street Bump has detected more than

100,000 bumps so far, all without its users

doing much more than pressing a button to

launch the app.

Moreover, as the phones we carry

become mobile data collection units, they’ll

provide not only commonplace information —

Boston mayor’s

office,
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like potholes and traffic jams — but also data

that could save lives. Consider the 

 that researchers at

the University of California, San Diego are

developing. Once the technology is scaled

down to fit inside a cell phone, it could provide

localized reports on air quality to help people

suffering from allergies and asthma.

Sometimes we’ll have to do very little to

share this information with the world. Other

times we’ll eagerly go out of our way to make it

available, as users do with  a

mobile air-

quality monitoring systems

Hollaback,
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smartphone app for tracking street harassment.

Hollaback lets people instantly submit

geotagged reports of harassment, with maps

and a description and even photos of the

perpetrators. Now, when a leering pervert

catcalls a woman passing by, she can quickly

turn around, snap a photo, and within half a

minute post the man’s mugshot and misdeed

online for the world to see.
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Hollaback activist Kathleen Adams
demonstrates how to bring the digital

smackdown on a street harasser.
IMAGE: ELIZABETH RAPPAPORT/MS. FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN

In this way, citizens’ mobile data can help

shape the city’s social landscape, not just its

physical structure. According to Hollaback’s

executive director,  the posted

stories and maps help prevent street

harassment while creating a more cohesive

social fabric among those who’ve endured

these rude acts. By compiling these stories and

mapping them, victims of street harassment

Emily May,
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can see that they’re not the only ones to have

dealt with these issues in their neighborhood

and that this unfortunate constituency has

enough weight to call for action. Simple

technologies help turn people from individual

victims into members of an active community

willing to fight back. “We can take those

stories, map them along district lines, and get

them in front of legislators and say, ‘Look,

here’s what’s happening in your district. Here

is the story that happened on the corner where

your district office is. Here’s the story that

happened right by your house,’” May says.
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The cameras, gyroscopes, microphones,

and accelerometers in phones are documenting

the wonders and horrors of urban life while

also parsing data to paint a vivid picture of the

city we couldn’t otherwise see. The possibilities

abound. A sensor in your phone could detect

elevated carbon monoxide readings at a

friend’s house you are visiting and

automatically notify the fire department. An

app might warn you when you’re driving into

an area that has had a spate of carjackings and

advise a safer route, or detect the sound of

gunshots in your neighborhood and alert
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authorities. Some of this data will be actively

collected and shared. Some of it will be

collected and broadcast by our phones with

little more than our permission. Ideally, we’ll

get to choose how much data we share, with

whom we share it, and how it will be used.

Ultimately, it won’t be just our phones

collecting and interfacing with the information

around us. Data sensors will be embedded in

streets, buildings, and even in cars and transit

vehicles. Building such a network could bring

about what many have called the Internet of
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Things — a concept that foresees the ability of

physical objects and people to communicate

and share information. A water pipe could tell

a central computer that it’s about to fracture.

A road could communicate with a streetlight to

tell it that, after hours of sitting dark, it will

need to illuminate for a car heading in its

direction. An apartment building could

determine that an oven is still on after the

resident leaves for work and could switch it off.

At this point, digitally tagging everything

or installing sensors throughout a city probably
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isn’t the most economical thing a mayor could

do. For starters, there’s the persistent issue of

technologies improving and becoming

obsolete. It won’t be practical to invest millions

of dollars implanting sensors across a city if

they’re incompatible with new systems that will

emerge a few years later. This is why it’s

incredibly useful to have sensors embedded

within the tools and objects we swap out

frequently, like our phones and cars. In fact,

much of the progress being made toward the

Internet of Things has occurred in

transportation. In the very near future, cars
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will communicate with other cars to improve

the safety and flow of traffic. Google’s self-

driving car is one high-profile example,

but  run by the U.S. National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration

(NHTSA), is a more likely predictor of where

this concept could go. The NHTSA recently

launched a yearlong test enabling 2,800 cars in

Ann Arbor, Mich., to effectively communicate

directly with one another. They have short-

range radio devices installed that constantly let

each other know exactly where they are.

Through visuals in the dashboard and physical

another project,
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cues like seat vibrators, the test cars are able to

notify their drivers when they’re veering out of

a lane too close to other cars or driving too fast

toward stopped cars ahead. The goal of the

test is to determine how well this technology

can increase road safety, eventually paving the

way for a requirement that all automakers

install this type of car-to-car communication

capability.

For now, the sensors of choice for the

smart city are our smartphones. Researchers at

the Massachusetts Institute of
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Technology’s  have been

exploring the potential of various mobile

devices for nearly a decade. Through several

research projects, the lab has investigated ways

to use sensors in the urban environment for

understanding the dynamics and patterns of

mobility and economics. One effort tapped

into anonymized cell phone data to map the

movement of people throughout  on a

given night. Another used mobile phones and

other urban sensor data to create a real-time

map of  that was able to tell people

detailed information about their surroundings,

Senseable City Lab

Rome

Singapore
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such as which nearby restaurants were busiest

and which transportation routes were more

congested than usual. These projects provide a

rare and comprehensive look at the ways

people interact with their city. This type of

data could fuel all kinds of analyses, from

identifying traffic bottlenecks to determining a

good place to open a bar.

There’s an undeniable Big Brother

element in a lot of these concepts. Do we really

want our phones to spy on everything we do

and everything that happens around us?
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Probably not. There’s also the question of who

has access to this data, how much they can

know about each data point, and whether or

not the data can be owned — all questions that

must be resolved in the near future. But for all

the worrisome prospects, there’s much to gain

from the ability of our phones to collect and

analyze and share the data points that

surround us.

That power can translate into dramatic

changes in the way we live in urban areas and

the way governments improve cities and
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engage with residents. While some cities have

adopted so-called Government 2.0 principles

by putting records online, open for all to see,

much of the information is banal and not often

real-time: building permits, crime reports, and

the like. There’s currently no central database

that collects live information from all the

mobile phones and other sensors within a city.

Yet that reality may not be far off. Several

large-scale technology and computer

companies, including IBM and Cisco, are

hoping to develop just such a tool. This central

hub, rich with data, could enhance how we
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understand our cities and ourselves.

Meanwhile, smartphones — both actively

and passively — will continue to engage with

the urban environment to foster a conversation

between city and citizens that is mutually

beneficial. Such citizen sensors will help build

intelligence into almost all facets of life in the

city. In this looming future, your phone will

know how fast you’re walking and where

you’re going. It will know that your bus is late.

It will notify the local utility about your

neighbor’s gas leak. Your city will learn from
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the data you provide and will adapt

accordingly. And you will learn as well,

tapping into the data you and your city are

working together to collect. This collaboration

will weave an intelligence into the urban

experience that improves life in remarkable

ways. The city will be not only smarter but also

better.
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Walkable cities
Why redesigning our communities
around walking is the best
medicine

By Jeff Speck

The best day to be a city planner in America

was July 9, 2004 — the day Howard Frumkin,

Lawrence Frank, and Richard Jackson

published their book Urban Sprawl and Public

Health: Designing, Planning, and Building for Healthy
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 Until that day, the main

arguments for building more pedestrian-

friendly cities were principally aesthetic and

social. More significant, almost nobody but

city planners was making these arguments. But

it turns out that while we were shouting into

the wilderness about the frustrations, anomie,

and sheer waste of suburban sprawl, a small

platoon of physicians was quietly doing

something much more useful: documenting

how our built environment is killing us.

 

Communities.
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Life in the auto zone: As our national
landscape has increasingly prioritized

driving, the vitality of the average
citizen has declined.

IMAGE: ALEX MACLEAN
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The numbers are compelling. Despite

spending one dollar out of six on health care,

the United States has some of the worst health

statistics in the developed world. According to

the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC), fully one-third of American

children born after 2000 will become diabetics.

This is due partly to diet but partly to

planning: The methodical eradication from

our communities of the useful walk — daily

destinations reachable on foot — has helped to

create the least-active generation in American

history. This insult is compounded by the very
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real injuries that result from car crashes — the

greatest killer of children and young adults

nationwide — as well as an asthma epidemic

tied directly to vehicle exhaust. Comparison of

walkable cities versus auto-dependent suburbs

yields some eye-opening statistics; for example,

transit users are more than three times as likely

as drivers to achieve their CDC-recommended

30 minutes of daily physical

activity.1 Increasingly, it is becoming clear that

the American health care crisis is largely an

urban design crisis, with walkability at the

heart of the cure.
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The obesity bomb

In any discussion about American health (and

health care), obesity has to be front and center.

In the mid-1970s, only about 1 in 10

Americans was obese, which put us where

much of Europe is right now. What happened

in the intervening 30 years is astonishing. By

2007, that rate had risen to 1 in 3, with a

second third of the population “clearly

overweight.”2,3 The childhood obesity rate has
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almost tripled since 1980, and the rate for

adolescents has more than

quadrupled.4 According to the rules of the

U.S. military, 25 percent of young men and 40

percent of young women are too fat to enlist.5

The real problem, of course, is not obesity

itself but all the other maladies that obesity

causes or makes worse. These include coronary

disease, hypertension, a variety of cancers —

including colorectal and endometrial —

gallstones, and osteoarthritis.6 Excessive weight

now kills more Americans than smoking.7
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Over the past decade, there has been a

series of studies that attribute obesity and its

related illnesses directly to the automotive

lifestyle and, further, to the automotive

landscape. One effort found that for every

additional five minutes Atlanta-area residents

drove each day, they were 3 percent more

likely to be obese.8 Another study, in San

Diego, reported that 60 percent of residents in

a “low-walkable” neighborhood were

overweight, compared with only 35 percent in

a “high-walkable” neighborhood.9
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A six-year analysis of 100,000

Massachusetts residents found that the lowest

body mass index averages were located in

Boston and its inner-ring suburbs, while the

highest were in the “car-dependent” outer ring

surrounding Interstate 495. The Boston Globe

noted that “health officials suggest these higher

rates are due, in part, to a lack of opportunities

for everyday recreation and the time-squeezed

lifestyle of many residents who have long

commutes.”10
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Clearing the air

Pollution isn’t what it used to be. American

smog now comes principally from

tailpipes rather than factories and is

considerably worse than it was a generation

ago.11 Unsurprising, it is worst in our most

auto-dependent cities, like Los Angeles and

Houston.12 Phoenix put those two cities to

shame in 2007, with three full months of days

in which it was deemed unhealthy for the

general public to leave their homes.13
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For this reason, asthma is dramatically on

the rise. Almost one in 15 Americans suffer

from asthma, and the economic costs of the

disease are estimated at $18.3 billion

annually.14 About 14 Americans die each day

from asthma attacks, which is three times the

rate of 1990.15

Of course, a community’s dependence on

the automobile is not the only factor that

contributes to asthma. But the 2011 WebMD

list of the  for

asthma speaks to a connection between

best and worst cities
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walkability and breathing easier: Residents of

the five worst cities drive 27 percent farther

each day than residents of the five best.16

American car-nage

Even if we were to dispute the notion that

walking is good for you, it is indisputable that

cars kill a lot of people. Car crashes have killed

more than 3.2 million Americans, considerably

more than all of our wars combined.17 They

are the leading cause of death for all
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Americans between the ages of 1 and 34, and

their monetary cost to the nation has been

estimated to be hundreds of billions of dollars

annually.18

Most people take the risk of driving for

granted, as if crashes were some inevitable

natural phenomenon. But the numbers from

other developed nations, tracked by Drive and

Stay Alive, Inc., tell a different story. While the

U.S. in 2004 suffered 14.5 traffic fatalities per

100,000 population, Germany, with its no-

speed-limit Autobahn, suffered only 7.1.
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Denmark saw 6.8, Japan had 5.8, and the

U.K. hit 5.3. And who beat them all? New

York City, with a rate of 3.1. Indeed, since

September 11, New York has saved more lives

in traffic than it lost on September 11.

If our entire country shared New York

City’s traffic statistics, we would prevent more

than 24,000 deaths a year. San Francisco and

Portland, Ore., both compete with New York,

with rates of 2.5 and 3.2 deaths per 100,000

population, respectively. Meanwhile, Atlanta

comes in at 12.7, and anti-urban Tampa, Fla.,
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at a whopping 16.2.19

Are true urbanites better drivers than the

rest of us? Probably not. As you might expect,

the difference in death rates comes, in part,

from a difference in number of miles driven.

But it’s only in part. Here’s something

interesting: Residents of the five most

dangerous states for traffic accidents drove 64

percent more miles in 2003 than residents of

the five least dangerous states. But shockingly,

they experienced 243 percent more traffic

deaths per capita. Each mile driven in a least-
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safe state was more than twice as deadly as a

mile in a most-safe state.

Clearly, it’s not just how much you drive

but where you drive and, more accurately,

how those places were designed. Older, denser

cities have much lower automobile fatality

rates than newer, sprawling ones. Ironically, it

is the places shaped around automobiles that

seem most effective at smashing them into

each other.

The walking cure
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About now we could use some good news, so

let’s turn to Dan Buettner, the charismatic

National Geographic host and best-selling

author responsible for  Lessons for

Living Longer from the People Who’ve Lived the

Longest. After a tour of the world’s longevity hot

spots, Buettner takes us through the “Power 9:

the lessons from the Blue Zones, a cross-

cultural distillation of the world’s best practices

in health and longevity.” Lesson 1: Move

naturally. Buettner quotes Robert Kane, M.D.,

the director of the Minnesota Geriatric

The Blue Zones:
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Education Center, who says, “Rather than

exercising for the sake of exercising, try to

make changes to your lifestyle. Ride a bicycle

instead of driving. Walk to the store instead of

driving …. Build that into your lifestyle.”20

Like most writers on the subject, Buettner

and his sources neglect to discuss how these

lifestyle choices are inevitably a function of the

design of the built environment. They may be

powerfully linked to place — the Blue Zones

are zones, after all — but there is scant

admission that walking to the store is more
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possible, more enjoyable, and more likely to

become habit in some places than in others. It

is those easily walkable places that hold the

most promise for the physical health of our

society, because they teach us how we can

make all American communities more

welcoming to pedestrians.

One example among many

In 2008, Prevention Magazine put Oklahoma City

at the top of its  for “10 Worst U.S. Walkinglist
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Cities.”21 While most other poorly ranked

communities did nothing, the city and its

leading institutions responded to this wake-up

call in an unprecedented way. The outcome of

this effort constitutes nothing less that the

complete rebuilding of all streets in the city’s

downtown core around the criteria of

walkability.

Prior circumstances were certainly bleak.

Most streets were multilane one-ways, which

encourage more speeding than two-ways, due

to the absence of opposing traffic and the
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ability of drivers to jockey from lane to lane.

Many curbs had lost their parallel parking, that

all-important barrier of steel that protects the

sidewalk from moving cars. Street trees, which

shelter and further protect pedestrians — as

well as absorb storm water and carbon dioxide

while reducing urban heat islands — were in

short supply. Bike lanes were nonexistent, and

traffic moved too fast for bikes to share the

road or for pedestrians to feel comfortable on

sidewalks, as oversized traffic lanes encouraged

speeding. Most intersections had overlong left-

hand and right-hand turn lanes, further
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discomfiting pedestrians.

All of this is changing. As planned, and

now under construction, a mostly two-way

system is replacing the mostly one-way system,

and most turn lanes are gone. Lane widths are

narrower, significantly reducing speeds. A

comprehensive bicycle network now shares the

road. Several thousand street trees are being

planted.

In addition, the parallel parking count has

been doubled, adding more than 800 spaces,

all of them extracted from existing roadway
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dimensions. According to the 

 each parking space removed

from a street costs an adjacent business about

$10,000 per year in sales. Although that

process won’t work exactly the same in reverse,

it is easy to see the likely benefit of turning

excess driving lanes into 800 parking spaces.

Perhaps most significant, all of this

change is happening with the blessing of a

conservative public works department, in a

culture where the car is king. Unavoidably, this

was as much a political effort as a design effort,

National Main

Street Program,
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in which the planners — this author included

— had to overcome initial recommendations

against our pro-pedestrian proposals.

Sometimes we still pinch ourselves to make

sure this is really happening.
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Oklahoma City, before and after:
Robinson Avenue’s oversized lanes
allowed it to be remade with parallel

parking, bike lanes, and a landscaped
median.

IMAGES: COURTESY OF CITY OF OKLAHOMA CITY
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Making streets feel safe is only one step in

making a place like Oklahoma City more

walkable. But it is an essential step and also the

one most easily undertaken by city leadership.

When done properly and combined with

updated zoning regulations that, for example,

insist on friendly building facades and outlaw

front parking lots, it can transform a

downtown from a place that is easy to get to

into a place that is worth arriving at.

With a price tag of about $160 million,

remaking Oklahoma City’s streets has not
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been cheap. Happily, efforts under way in less

flush cities suggest that you don’t need road-

building crews to make a downtown more

walkable. Often, all you need is signals and

stripes, as demonstrated by “road diets” (lane

reductions) that have given new life to

struggling main streets from Pottstown, Pa., to

Vancouver, Wash. Trading a car lane for two

bike lanes is so cheap that it is even being done

illegally in the dead of night by guerilla

urbanists with cans of white paint. Some of

these installations, including one in Dallas,

have subsequently been sanctioned and made
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permanent.

And of course, costs are relative. The

American health crisis is predicted to be the

single greatest drag on the nation’s economy in

the decades ahead. We’ve watched for years as

our investments in medicine have principally

made medicine more expensive. It’s time to

invest in walking.
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Emission hunters
Scientists transform a city into
one big climate lab using an
arsenal of space-age technology

By John Metcalfe, the Atlantic Cities

Southern California’s  is a

lonesome, hostile peak — prone to sudden

rock falls, sometimes ringed by wildfire — that

nevertheless has attracted some of the greatest

minds in modern science.

Mount Wilson
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George Ellery Hale, one of the godfathers

of astrophysics, founded the Mount Wilson

Observatory in 1904 and divined that sunspots

were magnetic. His acolyte Edwin Hubble

used a huge telescope, dragged up by mule

train, to prove the universe was expanding.

Even Albert Einstein made a pilgrimage in the

1930s to hobnob with the astronomers (and

suffered a terrible hair day, a photo shows).
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The LA basin extends, grimily, from the CLARS observatory atop Mount Wilson.

IMAGE: JOHN METCALFE

Today, Mount Wilson is the site of a
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more terrestrial but no less ambitious

endeavor. Scientists from NASA’s Jet

Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., and

elsewhere are turning the entire Los Angeles

metro region into a state-of-the-art climate

laboratory. From the ridgeline, they deploy a

mechanical lung that senses airborne chemicals

and a unique sunbeam analyzer that scans the

skies over the Los Angeles Basin. At a sister site

at the California Institute of Technology

(Caltech), researchers slice the clouds with a

shimmering green laser, trap air samples in

glass flasks, and stare at the sun with a massive
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mirrored contraption that looks like God’s own

microscope.

These folks are the foot soldiers in an

ambitious, interagency initiative called

the  They’ve been

probing LA’s airspace for more than a year,

with the help of big-name sponsors like the

National Institute of Standards and

Technology, the Keck Institute for Space

Studies, and the California Air Resources

Board. If all goes well, by 2015 the Megacities

crew and colleagues working on smaller cities

Megacities Carbon Project.
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such as Indianapolis and Boston will have

pinned down a slippery piece of climate

science: an empirical measurement of a city’s

carbon footprint.

If that doesn’t sound like something

Einstein would scarf down energy bars and

hoof up a mountain to check out, give it time.

It promises to be a groundbreaking

development in the worldwide fight against

global warming.

City-sized science
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Historically, researchers have tried to

understand anthropogenic global warming by

looking at it from the big picture — first across

the planet, then by regions and countries. But

two things happened in the past few years that

turned their frame of reference. First, they

realized that the emissions of a large landmass

are extremely difficult to measure. The signal

from fossil fuels gets tangled up in a bunch of

other things, such as byproducts from the

natural ecosystem and agriculture.
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Second, they encountered a rash of

enthusiasm-killing gridlock in the United States

government, with the 2009 Copenhagen

climate talks ending in a muddle and a 2010

cap-and-trade bill dying in the Senate. It

became clear to environmental stakeholders

that if any policy was going to happen on

cutting emissions, it was going to be at the

scale of states and cities.

So climate scientists began to sniff around

megalopolises. It makes sense: That’s where all

the people and resources are. They now
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suspect that cities are some of the worst

offenders when it comes to generating

greenhouse gases, especially so-called

megacities with more than 10 million residents,

like Los Angeles, New York, Tokyo, and

Mumbai. Urban areas and their enabling

power plants are thought to pump out about

70 percent of humankind’s total fossil-fuel

emissions.

Cities will only become more important

in the climate debate as the years roll by. With

the world’s urban population expected to
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nearly double by 2050, the boom in

development could release a flood of

greenhouse gas, as more city dwellers torch

colossal quantities of coal and oil to power

their cars, feed their stoves, and crank their air

conditioners. Of course, many studies indicate

that city dwellers create a lesser environmental

footprint per person than their suburban

counterparts, as urbanites tend to take mass

transit and live in smaller homes. But cities,

being small and potent geysers of greenhouse

gases, are an ideal place to target solutions.
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That’s why we should have begun

studying urban emissions yesterday, says Riley

Duren, chief systems engineer at the Jet

Propulsion Lab and manager of the Megacities

project. In his past life, the Alabama native

helped in the hunt for Earthlike planets on

NASA’s Kepler mission. But a period of soul

searching told him it would be better to focus

on the home planet. “I was becoming

increasingly motivated by climate-change

inaction,” he says. “I just convinced myself …

that this was the biggest thing an engineer

could work on.”
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It’s a complex problem. A major issue is

that governments estimate the volume of

emissions with indirect measurements, such as

tracking the carbon output of power plants or

surveying the number of people riding mass

transit or buying gasoline. Nobody is really

testing greenhouse gases above cities on a

focused, long-term basis, which is crucial in

verifying whether the measurements urban

governments use to make policy decisions are

accurate.

To control and reduce fossil-fuel
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emissions, “you have to be able to know what

you’re emitting to keep track,” says Ralph

Keeling, director of the 

 at the Scripps Institution of

Oceanography. “There are various ways to do

that, but they’re all fraught with uncertainties.

... An attractive way to do it is to see what’s

happening in the atmosphere. The atmosphere

can’t lie.”

Los Angeles’ municipal government has a

natural interest in this line of inquiry. Since it

adopted a climate plan in 2007, the city has

Scripps CO2

Program
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met  reduction targets in part

by taking thousands of diesel trucks off the

road and screwing energy-saving LED bulbs

into 140,000 streetlights. Officials want to cut

emissions 35 percent from 1990 levels by 2030,

and to do that they’re going to need a good

verification system.

The Megacities project “will show that

there is a significant impact in what we do,”

says Romel Pascual, Los Angeles’ deputy

mayor for the environment. “When we talk

about LA being green, people roll their eyes.

Kyoto Protocol
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They won’t believe it, right? That’s because of

the history of LA. But when you look at the

numbers of us hitting major milestones, LA is

near the top.”

Target practice

One morning in January 2013, I pile into a

Toyota Prius with Duren and Megacities

colleagues Stan Sander and Eric Kort and take

a spin up the rock-strewn roads of Mount

Wilson. The trees are all scorched and leafless
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from the last forest fire, so there’s an excellent

view of the smog. It looks like a volcano

vomited up an ocean of brown foulness that

spread over the LA Basin and now is lapping

against the foothills of the San Gabriel

Mountains.

In many ways, Los Angeles is an excellent

place to kick off a new campaign to heal our

feverish atmosphere. The city’s terrible air

quality has long cried out for intervention.

When the first major smog crisis appeared

during World War II, it was so bad that people
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thought the Japanese were bombarding them

with poison gas. “Your lungs would completely

ache. It would take hours for the pain to go

away,” remembers Sander, who grew up

nearby. “It was so bad that rubber tires would

crack, because ozone attacks rubber.”

The Greater Los Angeles Area of the 21st

century is home to 19 million people living

among 34,000 square miles of clunky concrete

buildings, griddle-hot parking lots, and sad

spits of green space. It’s not only America’s

smoggiest region but also a breeder reactor for
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greenhouse gases. Prodigious plumes of carbon

dioxide waft up from car-clotted highways and

belch from factory smokestacks. Methane

pours from landfills, sewage-treatment plants,

and large dairies to the east (a contented cow

can produce hundreds of liters of methane

daily). And although they’ve cut emissions

greatly, the ports of Los Angeles and Long

Beach are still powerful emitters, with their

bunker fuel-burning cargo ships, bulky loading

cranes, and busy dockside traffic.

On a typical morning, ocean breezes blow
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this noxious chemical gumbo into the

mountains to the east. There, at the pinnacle

of Mount Wilson, the vapors seethe at the

doorstep of a curious object called the

California Laboratory for Atmospheric

Remote Sensing, or CLARS.
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NASA Megacities team members
Thomas Pongetti, Riley Duren, Eric

Kort, and Stan Sander visit the CLARS
observatory.

IMAGE: JOHN METCALFE
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CLARS is a big white dome with a

central aperture, sitting atop a shipping

container. The container was dropped onto

the mountaintop several years ago by

helicopter, and today it’s outfitted with scads of

high-priced equipment and a technician who

lurks in the gloom. Every couple of minutes,

the dome whirs and spins to point at a distant

target below. A mirror in its curvature reflects

a sliver of sunlight downward, where a

spectrometer dissects it into different elements.

The dome then whirs to the next point in its
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27-spot rotation around the basin.

In its constant roving, CLARS is building

a map of how emissions move throughout the

city. Its efficiency is hard to fault. “The

advantage is, I can point to anywhere and get

a map of the whole basin essentially in an hour

and a half,” says Sander, who oversees the

machine, “whereas if you had a network of

ground monitoring stations, you’d have to

have 50 or some large number of them to get

similar information.”
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This Solar Fourier Transform Spectrometer, housed at Caltech, is used for studying greenhouse gases.

IMAGE: JOHN METCALFE

Scientists had expected emissions to be
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fairly uniform, given the region’s flat

topography. But CLARS picked up a number

of hot spots with abnormally high

concentrations of methane — an incredibly

potent climate-change agent — in north

Orange County and the City of Industry. The

Megacities people are just beginning to identify

the vapor sources for these anomalous zones.

“The LA Basin is very geologically

active,” says Sander. “You’ve probably heard

of the La Brea Tar Pits? That’s an area where

there are a lot of organisms that anaerobically
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produce methane.” Methane escaping through

these ground seeps is one theory, anyway.

Sander also suspects the labyrinthine network

of tubes that ferries natural gas through town.

“There are millions of miles of little pipes that

go from distribution stations to people’s

houses,” he says. A lot of them leak, and “the

leaks can be very substantial.”

Emissions of questionable origin are

called fugitive emissions, and they account for

a decent-sized hunk of any city’s overall

greenhouse-gas output. LA officials estimate
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that the city’s yearly carbon footprint weighs

39 million tons, with this breakdown: 43

percent vehicle emissions, 21 percent

commercial buildings, 19 percent municipal

energy use, 16 percent “industrial fugitive or

other,” and 1 percent wastewater.

Where LA’s carbon emissions come
from
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That 16 percent is a little fuzzy because,

again, emitters are judging their output using

models. “That’s the best they can do,” Duren

says. “Then we might come along with

atmospheric measurements and go, ‘Oh,
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actually you’re underestimating it by a factor

of two.’”

Behind the CLARS facility is a rattling,

wheezing shed that houses a Picarro, an air-

sampling device that displays real-time

readings of ambient gases. Sander looks

concerned over a sudden spike in CO2 on the

machine’s monitor, then realizes it’s simply us,

exhaling.

This is another component of Megacities’

full-court press: a network of a dozen or so

Picarros going up this year in different LA
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neighborhoods, where they will ceaselessly

inspect the air for greenhouse gas. A planned

satellite component adds another layer of

detection. Only one spacecraft in orbit right

now is monitoring greenhouse gases, Japan’s

Gosat (Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite),

and its resolution isn’t good enough to give an

accurate picture of a city’s emissions. But in

the next few years, NASA plans to launch the

Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO-2)

satellite and install a new instrument (OCO-3)

on the International Space Station. Both

devices will periodically take snapshots of the
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“chemical weather” over population centers.

“OCO-3 will have a ‘city mode’ where it

rapidly starts sweeping back and forth like a

whisk broom,” says Duren. He expects the

satellite to take some 3,000 samples over a city

in just a few seconds.

Polluter profiling

With this bulging grab bag of equipment, the

Megacities team hopes to sculpt a model of

LA’s emissions so detailed that they’ll be able
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to pull out individual signatures, such as

exactly what and how much is spewing from

rush-hour traffic or the port system or large

landfills. Once they get an emissions baseline

for Los Angeles, they hope to assist other cities

in starting their own climate-reading networks.

Duren’s team is already coordinating with

French scientists running a Megacities sister

project in Paris. (Researchers had to move a

Picarro on the Eiffel Tower because its

readings were skewed by steamy tourist lung

vapors.) The Americans are also trying to link
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up with a third group in São Paulo, Brazil,

which has long battled heavy air pollution.

The idea is to prepare a set of climate

archetypes that can be applied to different

megacities. The LA area is on the ocean,

ringed by mountains, and often holds

emissions in place like a lidded bowl. Perhaps

what the Megacities team learns about

emissions here will also apply in Mumbai,

India, which has a similar geography. In

contrast, Paris’ layout makes emissions rise in a

wind-blown plume.
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“The idea for the project is, we pick a

representative number of cities that are these

different archetypes,” says Duren, “and if we

can characterize them with this giant

laboratory, if you will … you’ve got a system

that you can apply with confidence,

everywhere.”

To what end, ultimately?

It’s early to speculate, but an obvious

application would be capping sources of

fugitive emissions. An eagle-eyed satellite

might detect roiling leaks in natural-gas pipes
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caused by aging infrastructure, or disasters like

hurricanes and earthquakes. Then cities could

prioritize repair crews accordingly.

If the researchers can extract the

signature of freeway traffic, it could instruct a

municipality how and where to build future

roads, enact tolls, or allot carpool lanes. It

could also alter the dialogue of commuting: If

you reside in the suburbs but drive through a

city every day to work, are you somehow on

the hook financially or morally for spewing

fumes into the greater urban cloud? That issue
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matters in Los Angeles, where regional

commuters arguably bear environmental

responsibilities “even if they don’t live in LA,”

says Pascual of the mayor’s office.

As the outlines of our individual footprints

become clearer, perhaps the Megacities legacy

could even motivate some of us to pull the old

bike out of storage instead of reaching for the

car keys.

“I guess people are aware that when they

use their cars, there’s something coming out of

the exhaust pipes. But because they can’t see it,
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they don’t really have a feeling for how much

is coming out,” says Scripps’ Keeling. “That’s

created a bit of complacency.”
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Street music
The mere presence of a piano can
break our mundane, isolated
routine

By Rachel Lehmann-Haupt

A woman revives a childhood memory of

playing “Chopsticks” on her parent’s living

room piano. A businessman in a fancy suit and

a homeless man in rags stand side by side

listening to a jazz melody. A mother hears her
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child play piano for the first time. These are

some of the public performance-art moments

that artist Luke Jerram creates with his

project  They are

moments in which people on the street become

the art itself.

 

Play Me, I’m Yours.
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Jerram’s idea to place pianos outdoors on

the streets of cities across the world for people

to play actually began because of bad weather.

The 38-year-old artist, who is known for large

metal and glass sculptures and installations as

well as “live art,” was contracted by the city of

00:00 -04:12
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Birmingham, England, in 2008 to create a

project he called the Sky Orchestra. It involved

strapping giant speakers to seven hot-air

balloons that would carry aloft live musicians

playing trumpets, French horns, and clarinets

to serenade the city in the early morning. Just

before launch, however, the wind picked up

and the balloons were grounded for safety.

“We had all these musicians and pilots, and

we’d blown a lot of money and promised an

audience of 100,000, so I had to come up with

some other idea really quickly,” he explains.
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Jerram asked the musicians to start

playing on the ground. That inspiration soon

morphed into his piano project. On a lonely

night watching his clothes spin in the dryer at

his local laundromat, Jerram began thinking

about the alienation in cities — all the public

places where people convene but don’t speak.

So he decided to spend his remaining project

budget placing pianos in accessible public spots

around Birmingham for people to play. He

found a company with a huge surplus of

donated pianos, offloaded by owners no longer

interested in having them in their homes.
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“Putting these pianos on the streets, I thought,

would get people talking,” he says. “It would

be a way of breaking down social boundaries.”
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The everyday hurry halts in São Paolo.
IMAGE: LUKE JERRAM

That first piano in Birmingham has since
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become 750 pianos in 35 cities around the

globe. Teams of volunteers clean and tune the

instruments, and cover them when it rains.

Some pianos are painted by local citizens and

project volunteers in unique designs and

emblazoned with the invitation “Play me, I’m

yours.” Most of the pianos stay in their

locations for two to three weeks and then are

donated to local schools and community

groups. But some stay longer. One piano has

been played by commuters and travelers in

London’s St. Pancras train station since early

2012.
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A piano serves for singing in the rain in
Sydney.

IMAGE: GINO GASPARILLO

Jerram says the most interesting aspect of

the project is how it has become a measure of

the culture of each city. In London, passersby

shyly approach the pianos, whereas in New

York City, people immediately jump into
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performance mode and vamp for the cameras

filming the project. In Jerram’s hometown of

Bristol, England, a piano got smashed on its

first night in a park because organizers decided

to put the instruments in the roughest parts of

town. In Austin, Texas, citizens began

decorating the pianos, and in Geneva, serious

classical musicians have offered formal

concerts. At least two couples have met, fallen

in love, and married after meeting over a tune.

Among other escapades, the Play Me

pianos have been used to:

professional music video
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Film a  in
Toronto.

Accompany a  in
Cambridge, England.

Draw a crowd for 
 near Millennium

Bridge, London.
Promote an  at
Union Station, Los Angeles.

Orchestrate an impromptu 
 near Piccadilly, London.

Perform  in
Barcelona, Spain. 

Belt out an  in Little
Red Square, New York City. 

Back up a  or sudden

professional music video

marriage proposal 

a virtuosic child
performance

independent band

Beatles
singalong

opera in a park

Alicia Keys song

“Lindy bomb,”
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swing-dance gathering, under a
bridge in Cambridge, England.

 for a song in São
Paolo.

Make pedestrians  in
Geneva.

Fill a bus station in Bath, England,
with the 

Fuel a  to 24 pianos across
London in just eight hours.

Prompt a spontaneous 
 in Darlinghurst, New South

Wales, Australia.

Gather  in
Leicester Square, London.

Inspire a  “You Can

Stop commuters

tap their feet

music of Chopin.

mad race

“Waltzing
Matilda”

an unofficial gospel choir

new composition,
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Play Me, I’m Yours,” with its maiden
performance in Tribeca, New York
City.

In São Paolo, a mother who worked as a

housecleaner had spent her meager wages on

piano lessons for her daughter but never had

heard her play because they couldn’t afford a

piano in their home. So it was not until the

family came across one of Jerram’s pianos on

the street that the child got to show her mother

what she had learned. There are now even

piano pilgrims who follow the project, playing

around the world.
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“It changes the atmosphere of the street,

makes it culturally vibrant, and gives people a

sense of ownership,” says Jerram. And the

project has changed not only the atmosphere

but also the law. In London, partly prompted

by the pianos, people no longer need a license

to freely perform music in the streets.
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Music cultivates curiosity in São Paolo.
IMAGE: LUKE JERRAM
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Guerrilla urbanism
How simple, cheap, fleeting
projects by residents can make
lasting change

By Rebecca Sanborn Stone

Dusk fell on the tiny city of North Adams,

Mass., as a small crowd gathered under a dark

underpass. It was fall, and the trees on the

mountains ringing the city were blasting hues

of red and ocher, but this small patch of
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pavement was all grit and darkness.

Then suddenly, there was light: Cars

parked and pointed headlights at the center of

the underpass. People started stringing

Christmas lights. Makeshift tables were erected

out of shipping pallets, then covered with food

and drinks. More people trickled in, and soon

everyone was sitting and feasting, their

laughter bouncing off the concrete buttresses.

When the last plate was cleaned and the

overhead traffic slowed, they packed up plates

and pallets, got back in their cars and left.
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Passersby probably thought the whole

scene a bit strange. But it was carefully

planned: Community activists recognized the

spot as a critical piece of a walking path that

could direct thousands of tourists from a

renowned museum to the struggling storefronts

on the city’s Main Street. Rather than hire a

design firm to spend thousands of dollars on

site plans, they quickly and cheaply tested one

way to liven up downtown. And, as writer

Mike Lydon reported on the urban planning

website  it worked: Owners of a

nearby bar quickly saw the potential to draw in

Planetizen,
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new customers, so they planned to organize

similar activities in the future. It’s too early to

tell, but that one-night sit-down could well

prove to be the tipping point in revitalizing an

underpass, then a block, and eventually a local

economy.

This gathering is just one example of a

movement happening all over the country:

tactical urbanism. Also called DIY (do-it-

yourself) urbanism or guerrilla urbanism,

tactical urbanism uses short-term actions to

catalyze real, long-term change. It might be
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quirky, but it’s a serious strategy for creating

more vibrant, livable places through

lightweight, temporary, grassroots projects

called interventions.

You’ve probably seen tactical urbanism at

work, though you may not have recognized it

as anything more than a hipster prank.

Lampposts or tree trunks wrapped in brightly

colored knitting? That’s yarn bombing.

Microscopic gardens tucked into old tires or

veggie plots in abandoned lots? Guerrilla

gardening. Streets shut down to cars and
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dominated by hordes of bicyclists,

skateboarders, pedestrians, or even pole-

vaulters?  Even the ersatz dinner

in North Adams has a name: strEATing.

Tactical urbanism melds elements of art,

stagecraft, politics, citizen engagement,

activism, science, and urban planning. It’s fun,

but it also offers a remarkably practical way

forward: The best interventions are actually

carefully crafted experiments to test potential

long-term improvements. Mike Lydon, Dan

Bartman, Ronald Woudstra, and Aurash

Open streets.
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Khawarzad, the authors and lead instigators

behind the first  write,

“Long-term change often starts with the

process of trying something small. … There is

real merit in a municipality spending $30,000

on temporary material changes before

investing $3,000,000 in those that are

permanent.”

That’s a concept even governments can

get behind, and cities, including Chicago, New

York, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.,

to name a few, are sanctioning activist efforts

Tactical Urbanism guide,
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or even turning into tactical urbanists

themselves. “Tactical urbanism has always

been a combination of both bottom-up and

top-down,” says Mike Lydon, 

There’s a need for a new strategy like this.

It’s pretty clear the sprawling megamalls and

snaking subdivisions of the last century didn’t

make our lives better or our communities

richer. And in an era of shrinking municipal

budgets and swollen bureaucracies, the

mammoth planning and development projects

of the past are increasingly unrealistic. They’re

quoted in Salon.
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increasingly undesirable, too: Instead of the

“bigger, better, faster, more” ethos of their

parents, a slate of recent studies show that the

rising Generation Y’s and Millennials want

“smaller, closer, slower, more livable.”1

Tactical urbanism offers a way to

revitalize neighborhoods and build those more

livable urban environments right now and with

minimal red tape. Increasingly — under cover

of night, with little more than a hammer and a

bucket of paint — urban dwellers, DIY

enthusiasts, and even government employees
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are scattering on the streets and creating the

cities they want.

From parking to parks
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Pedestrians claim their territory in San
Francisco on Park(ing) Day 2010.

COURTESY OF REBAR GROUP

On Nov. 16, 2005, urban designers from the
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San Francisco firm Rebar Group Inc. drove up

to a parking space at First and Mission streets

and dropped some coins in the meter. But they

didn’t park. Instead, they made a park. These

“urban instigators” unloaded rolls of sod, a

park bench, and a potted tree. Some passersby

gawked and some continued on; others

stopped and enjoyed the park. Two hours

later, when the meter ran out, everyone

packed up the bench, rolled up the grass, swept

the pavement, and left.

It wasn’t long before photos and stories
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went viral and  Day was born. Both

the event and the concept have exploded and

evolved. On Park(ing) Day 2011, the Rebar

Group reported, people created 975 temporary

sanctuaries in parking spaces in 162 cities,

stretching across 35 countries and six

continents.

The movement is changing the traditional

notion that parks require ponds and acres of

grassy knolls, and that we need planners and

city officials to build them for us. Central Park

they are not, but these “parklets” — small

Park(ing)
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parks or other public spaces — provide

important places for people to sit, talk, eat,

relax, and interact, and they often fuel ideas

for longer-lasting public spaces in the most

unlikely of places. Park(ing) Day has spawned a

movement to create more or less permanent

parklets in place of parking spaces, traffic

medians, and other underutilized patches of

pavement all over the world.

From New York to Adelaide, Australia,

from Philadelphia to Portland, Maine, people

are recognizing that parklets offer dirt-cheap
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and nearly instantaneous ways to transform

blighted or underutilized patches of pavement,

add some life and spunk to downtowns, attract

business and foot traffic to shops and cafes, and

create public spaces that contribute to a city’s

livability and sustainability.

In some cases, they’re the only practical

option. Many park-poor (typically low-income

and minority) neighborhoods in Los Angeles,

for example, have less than one acre of open

space per 1,000 residents — 1 percent of

what’s available in wealthier and traditionally
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Caucasian areas. A large new park may be out

of the question on a crowded residential street,

but LA sees parklets as a way to create real

public space in short time frames and on

shorter budgets, in the places that need it the

most.2

San Francisco is still at the heart of the

revolution, and its  program

has created more than 38 parklets around the

city, with another 34 in the works. The city

approves parklets, but it’s often businesses that

provide the bucks for supplies and community

Pavement to Parks
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members who suggest spaces and haul the

sod.3 What do they get in return? A

2011  by the San Francisco Great

Streets Project found that average foot traffic

on Stockton Street, a bustling area in the

traditionally Italian enclave of North Beach,

increased 44 percent after installation of a

parklet; and the number of people who stop to

sit, play, or socialize tripled after a parklet

arrived on Polk Street, a commercial

neighborhood bordering the gritty Tenderloin

district. In short, more feet and eyes are on the

block, which organizers think will eventually

impact study
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translate into outcomes like more customers,

increased vibrancy, rising property values, and

citizen engagement.

Signs, signs, everywhere there’s signs

When the citizens of Raleigh, N.C., woke on

Jan. 19, 2012, they were surprised to find

several downtown intersections covered with a

new type of sign. The 27 plastic placards were

tied onto streetlights with zip ties and equipped

with Quick Response Codes (small bar codes
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that people can scan with a cell phone to

access directions) and short messages: “It’s a 7-

minute walk to Raleigh City Cemetery,” read

one, or “It’s a 16-minute walk to Seaboard

Station.”4,5,6
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Go on, take a stroll in Raleigh.
IMAGE: DTRALEIGH

The evening before, graduate student

Matt Tomasulo and friends secretly took to the
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streets, hanging signs that they had conceived

and created in the span of a week for a grand

total of $300. In a traditionally car-crazed city,

Tomasulo aimed to send a simple, if

subversive, message: “It’s OK to walk in

Raleigh. And by the way, it’s not that far.”

Walk Raleigh, one of the country’s first

“guerrilla wayfinding” projects, was born.

The signs weren’t exactly legal, but they

were revolutionary.

The city at first assumed that the

professionally designed signs were authorized
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and pulled them down (permit violation) only

after their story came out. But Raleigh citizens

rallied around the project, and so did city staff.

Tomasulo arrived at a City Council meeting

with 1,300 signatures to reinstate the signs,

which were soon back in place for an

authorized three-month trial.

Tomasulo never intended the project to

be permanent; he simply wanted to shift the

conversation. A year after their debut, a few

signs had been stolen, others were vandalized

or damaged, and some remained in place. But
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the impact continued to surface. Tomasulo

created a Kickstarter campaign to fund 

 (walkyourcity.org), an open-source

platform that allows anyone to create signs for

their own cities. Projects have popped up in

Kentucky, Dallas, Miami, New Orleans, and

even in New York City for Hurricane Sandy

disaster relief. Tomasulo’s campaign has

garnered the attention of everyone from the

BBC to private developers looking to liven up

their sites to major health care providers that

see wayfinding as a key step to reducing

obesity and creating healthier lifestyles.

Walk

[Your City]
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Back in Raleigh, Tomasulo says hundreds

of people have told him they didn’t realize how

easy it was to walk to destinations downtown.

That’s exactly the message the city would like

to send to residents, and Raleigh’s recently

approved 

 recommends integrating the signs with

other official city pedestrian programs and

expanding to other areas.

“Cities have a goal of creating vibrant

places,” Tomasulo says. “To create vibrant

places, you need people on their feet, on the

Comprehensive Pedestrian

Plan
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street, seeing each other.” Walk Raleigh is one

piece of a puzzle; the city hopes that, over

time, a suite of walkability initiatives will

reduce traffic and pollution, improve health,

revitalize neighborhoods, and help residents

discover their city with new eyes.

Catalyzing change

Today radical urbanism is seeping into our

cities. Interventions everywhere are variously

increasing walkability, decreasing crime,
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boosting small businesses and revitalizing

whole blocks, launching new entrepreneurs,

and limiting traffic and pollution. Whether

driven by cities or citizens, tactical urbanism

has the power to transform our places, our

neighborhoods, and our lives.

Tactical urbanism is doing all of this on a

shoestring, without years of permit processes

and political wrangling — and that is the key

to its greatest benefit. Mike Lydon, one of the

movement’s leading thinkers and doers,

observes, “We’ve seen dozens of short-term
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projects deliver long-term economic, public

health, and environmental benefits. But the

greatest outcome is social capital. It’s much

more difficult to measure, but creating physical

change alongside your neighbors, friends, and

family never fails to build powerful networks at

the scale where it matters most: the

neighborhood.”

That change starts under burned-out

streetlights and over kitchen tables, on

sidewalks and in storefronts, in parking lots

and over potholes. Jason Roberts, a
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neighborhood activist in Texas who founded

the viral  recalls the

moment when he and his neighbors realized

they had the power to improve their street.

“What will change everything is simply getting

your community together,” Roberts says in

a  on the You + Dallas website. “Have

some friends over at your house and talk about

the problems in your community, walk out the

door, and start creating solutions.”

It really is that simple.

 

Better Block project,

video
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Flex homes
The future of urban dwellings is
tiny and transformable

By Kent Larson

As I write, hundreds of new cities are being

planned in India, China, and Latin America to

accommodate a massive migration from rural

to urban areas. Seventy percent of humanity

will likely live in cities by 2050. A limited

number of creative, vibrant cities, however,
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will dominate the cultural and economic life of

the planet by actively nurturing

entrepreneurship and attracting the young,

technology-savvy professionals who drive

innovation and build new industries.

But as demand relentlessly increases

housing prices, the most desirable cities are

becoming unaffordable for the very people

whom they need to attract to remain globally

competitive. From Boston to London to Hong

Kong, a standard, newly built, centrally

located one-bedroom apartment can easily cost
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more than $1 million — hardly within reach of

a person on a start-up salary.

Mayors  in New York

and  in Boston are acutely

aware of this problem and are advocating an

obvious solution: Build inexpensive

“microunits” that are less than half the area of

a conventional studio apartment. But few

people wish to live in homes with awkward

sofa beds, minimally functional kitchens, no

entertainment space, and little storage. The

mayors’ vision is akin to Steve Jobs aspiring to

Michael Bloomberg

Thomas Menino
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create barely adequate PCs instead of the

“insanely great” Macs that he envisioned for

the masses.

The answer to this problem lies not in

building tiny conventional apartments but in

creating hyper-efficient, technology-enabled

spaces that transform dynamically to function

as if much larger. It is entirely possible to build

a 250-square-foot apartment with king-size

bed, dining area for eight people, party space

with 60-inch HDTV, fully equipped kitchen,

and handicapped-accessible bathroom — but,
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of course, these functions are not all available

simultaneously.

 

Gerrit Rietveld built the Rietveld
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Schröder House in Utrecht, the
Netherlands, for Mrs. Truus Schröder-
Schräder, who lived there from 1924
until her death in 1985. The house,
which has no fixed interior walls, is

now a museum.
IMAGE: HAY KRANEN/CC-BY

Transformable housing is not a new idea.

Architects have long been fascinated with

moving walls, sliding panels, and folding

elements to dynamically alter space. In 1924,

Dutch architect Gerrit Rietveld accepted a

challenge: Design a house with no walls.

Upstairs, Rietveld designed a system of sliding

and revolving panels that could transform a
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large open zone into three separate bedrooms,

a bathroom, and a living room, as well as a

variety of states in between. A more recent

example is Gary Chang’s Domestic

Transformer apartment in Hong Kong. This

beautifully executed provocation enables the

occupant to transform the 334 square feet of

space into any of 24 configurations. Sliding

walls (suspended from ceiling tracks) and fold-

down elements can rearrange to define a

kitchen, dining area, library, laundry room,

dressing room, lounge with a hammock, video-

game area, wet bar, and other “rooms.” A
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guest bed lowers over the bathtub when

needed. Both projects are inspirational, but

probably few of the elements can translate

directly to the world of market-rate mass

housing where most urban dwellers will live.

Rather than one-off architectural design, this

problem calls for industrial design involving

the creation of scalable systems produced with

economies of scale for an international market.
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The living room of the Domestic
Transformer apartment can take on

many purposes, including hammock-
lounging.

IMAGE: EDGE DESIGN INSTITUTE LTD.
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Now picture this: A generic 700-square-

foot, one-bedroom, developer-built apartment

in the city typically has a 350-square-foot

combined kitchen and living room — the

space the occupant experiences when the

bedroom door is closed. If this living-cooking

space can convert to a sleeping area at night,

the separate bedroom can be eliminated and a

small apartment effectively functions as if it

were twice as large. The developer can create

double the number of units in a building, and

the occupant pays for half the space.
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With the introduction of transformable

elements, this same space can also convert to a

workplace for employees, exercise space,

dining room for a dinner party, dance floor,

home theater, or any other function the

occupant defines in the configuration process.

With careful attention to detail, materials, and

the mechatronics of transformable elements,

we believe that an even smaller 250-square-

foot space can be more livable and functional

than the original 700-square-foot apartment.

At $1,000 per square foot (Boston price), the

$700,000 apartment is now roughly $250,000
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(plus $30,000 or so for the technology) — an

excellent value proposition.

Alternatively, for the more affluent city

dweller, a 700-square-foot transformable

apartment can feature an entertainment or

work space that otherwise could be found only

in a multimillion-dollar penthouse.

This is not some far-flung dream but a

prototype being developed right now.

My  at the

MIT Media Lab has studied urban housing in

the U.S., Europe, and Asia, and we have

Changing Places Research Group
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explored future possibilities using information

from city leaders, developers, manufacturers,

builders, and the young people who live in

urban housing. We are beginning to define

and prototype the attributes of scalable,

transformable  for urban dwellers.

 

CityHomes
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Disentangled

To create new types of housing for the

hundreds of millions of people moving to cities

over the next few decades, we must first

00:00 -01:08
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acknowledge that the construction industry is

extremely conservative and extraordinarily

slow to change. Depending on entrenched

local practices, multifamily housing may be

stick-built wood, steel frame, or any variety of

concrete construction methods. In some areas

where labor is expensive, prefabricated

modules stacked on-site are slowly becoming

commonplace, while in other areas

construction has remained unchanged for

generations. Rather than try to alter existing

practices, we propose that urban apartments

should consist of two clearly separate or
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disentangled elements:

1. Chassis — the fixed, long-life elements

of the building architecture, of varying

volumes, with carefully located power and data

connections. The chassis should be built by

locally accepted design and construction

processes, and we should be agnostic about the

methodology that creates open loft apartments

ready for personalization.

2. Integrated “infill” — the technology-

enabled, factory-produced elements that can

be personalized rapidly and installed in a
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matter of hours at the point of sale or lease.

The infill should connect to the chassis

according to a simple interface, much the same

way a USB device connects to a laptop.
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The “infill” in CityHome can take on
various forms.

IMAGE: COURTESY OF CHANGING PLACES GROUP

Magical

Transformations must be effortless, with a

tangible interface for moving large, heavy

objects that is as natural as closing a dresser

drawer or scrolling up and down an iPhone

contact list. An unmade bed should be able to

go away instantly, or a dining table complete

with perfect place settings should appear just as
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dinner is served. An intimate apartment at

night should be able to instantly convert to an

exercise place in the morning and a workplace

during the day. The experience of

transformation should be the opposite of

folding a Murphy bed, which is anything but

magical. Rather than make “smart homes,” we

should create “smart stuff” to install in dumb

buildings.

Mass-personalized
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Architects are trained to explore a continuum

of possibilities until they reach convergence on

a singular solution to a unique problem. This

process works well for the one-off, high-art,

iconic buildings that we love to experience.

Multifamily residential architecture is a

different animal. New developer-made

apartments are typically generic commodities,

with essentially identical studio, one-bedroom,

and two-bedroom plans found from New York

to Beijing.

Yet by standardizing the chassis, we can
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efficiently personalize the technology-enabled

infill. In this process, people define the

activities they engage in and their lifestyle

preferences, which are then matched to a

unique combination of components — much

the way Amazon.com matches people to books

or Netflix personalizes movie suggestions. Infill

is configured rapidly from a supply chain

similar to that of IKEA, from a set of

technologies, finishes, hardware, and

appliances, and other mass-produced

components. In time, services will evolve to

offer one-off, mass-customized components,
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built with computational fabrication tools that

are easily installed in the apartment using

standard interfaces.

Robust

Technology that converts a single space to

multiple uses must, of course, be robust and

reliable. It could ruin your day, for instance, to

be denied access to your bed at bedtime. There

already is a technology found in millions of

homes that moves heavy objects daily, includes
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a wireless interface, operates with

extraordinary reliability, and costs only

hundreds of dollars: the lowly garage door

opener. Technologies designed to scale to

thousands of apartments can achieve both

reliability and low cost, whereas one-off

prototypes are typically expensive and fragile.

It is clear that the world needs a new

model that responds directly to the changing

needs and values of young urban professionals:

the millennial generation, which considers

housing a service and the home a center of
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work, entertainment, health care,

communication, and commerce. Thankfully,

housing developers are starting to grasp this

need. To my surprise, developers from all over

the world have contacted my research

department at MIT to explore how

transformable housing can be democratized —

made available to millions of people who need

and want hyper-efficient, incredibly fun,

technology-enabled, personalized apartments

that function as if they were much, much

larger. We need “insanely great,” affordable

city homes. One of the biggest developers in
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the U.S. told me recently, “This is the future;

in 10 years, everyone will want this.” It is up to

us to invent this future.

 

Watch Kent Larson’s TEDxBoston
Talk here.
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The autocatalytic city
Bottom-up growth, driven by
citizens, trumps central command

By Benjamin de la Peña

The historic diversity of the city — the source of its

value and magnetism — is an unplanned creation of

many hands and long historical practice. Most cities are

the outcome, the vector sum, of innumerable small acts

bearing no discernible overall intention.
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— James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State

Cities have the capability of providing something for

everybody, only because, and only when, they are created

by everybody.

— Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great

American Cities

We are living on an urban planet; our cities are

growing at spectacular rates. This growth has
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created new energy and excitement (cities

account for 70 percent of the global economy),

and it has highlighted the dysfunctions of cities.

Most of our cities, particularly the fastest-

growing ones, are messy, confusing places,

even for the citizens who call them home.

From the massive week-long traffic jams in

Beijing to the crowded favelas of Rio de

Janeiro, urban dwellers everywhere can easily

rattle off a list of what doesn’t work in their

communities. The call to action is always the

same: “Better planning, better management!”
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That call, though, rests on an

unquestioned assumption about cities. In this

modern age, we think of cities as large

institutions or machines. We talk about their

failures as failures of management,

coordination, governance. We think we could

have “better” cities if we could only tune the

machine to make it more “efficient.” The

machine model is implicit in the popular

language around “smart cities.” The promise is

that shiny, smart boxes will figure out how to

make our cities tick by smoothing traffic flow,

monitoring crime, and allocating power
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through smart grids. Cities will be run by

supersized versions of 2001: A Space Odyssey’s

HAL crunching continuous streams of big

data. As Donald Fagen of Steely Dan sang, “A

just machine to make big decisions /

Programmed by fellows with compassion and

vision.”

We need to think again. In reality, these

deterministic paradigms are dwarfed by the

scale and complexity of our cities. Urban

centers are evolving organisms, not

engineering problems. Although we are able to
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control parts of a city — central business

districts, mass-transit systems, water

distribution — we will never hold and

understand the whole. Cities are dynamic,

complex-adaptive systems composed of

millions of relatively freewilled individuals who

each day make hundreds of individual

decisions that set in motion consequences

leading to a million other decisions. This

stochastic chain of choices adds up to an

emergent whole.

And these bottom-up processes — if we
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respect and embrace them, rather than try to

control them — create cities that actually work

for the people in them.

The default mode of urban

development

Picture a city whose streets are narrow and

winding. The tangled network branches and

turns, some turnoffs leading to even narrower

lanes, many leading to dead ends. There are

no sidewalks, no front yards, and nearly every
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door is a business — a store or a workshop.

Apartments and homes sit on top of the

workplaces; old and new stand cheek by jowl.

The buildings crowd into each other in a

cacophony of materials. A house made of

concrete or brick stands next to a workshop in

cinderblock; the next is wood.

There are places to eat every few steps.

Corners host small markets and vendor stalls.

The street itself is crowded with people. Some

buy from the stalls and stores, many carry

loads to be delivered from one workshop to the
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next. The air is thick with greetings, a friend

calling out to another friend, a neighbor or co-

worker nodding to an acquaintance, regular

customers haggling with vendors.

Most likely, there are no maps of this

place, and not all of the streets have names. In

this part of the city, you do not find a location

by asking, “Do you know this house number

on this street?” Instead you ask, “Do you know

where so-and-so lives?” or “Do you know the

shop that sells such-and-such?” And someone

will know. There are signs advertising services
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or jobs, signs upon signs — for plumbers or

painters or music lessons.

 

Can you identify this city? Its close-knit
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commerce and community could
appear almost anywhere, but this is the
Shimokitazawa neighborhood of Tokyo.

IMAGE: SAVE THE SHIMOKITAZAWA

Where is this city? If the signs are in

Japanese, then you might be in Shimokitazawa

or some other district in greater Tokyo. If they

are in Hindi, you could be in Dharavi in

Mumbai. If in English, you could be on

Kitengela Road in Nairobi; if in Italian,

perhaps in old Bellagio or the heart of Torino;

if in Portuguese, possibly in Mafalala in

Maputo, or in Rocinha in Rio. You could be

in the old section of a European capital or in a
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slum on the edges of a city in South Asia or

sub-Saharan Africa, or in the heart of a

metropolis in Latin America. 

This city is ubiquitous and is what Matias

Echanove and Rahul Srivastava of

the  call the default

mode of urban development. It is what human

settlements that grow up without central

planning and control look like: seemingly

chaotic, labyrinthine, and fractal, but thick

with social and business networks. Echanove

and Srivastava have put together startling

Institute of Urbanology
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images of street scenes in Dharavi (the largest

informal settlement in Mumbai) overlaid onto

a street in Tokyo or Torino. The texture of the

built environment in these disparate places is

similar because the dynamics that drive it are

similar. The result seems unruly, but it works.

The leather workshop uses buckles made by

the smithy next door, which also supplies the

bag maker around the bend. The workshops

are also stores, and the laborers and clerks are

just a few steps from eateries. Many live in or

above the shops where they work. This is the

urban economy and the urban supply chain at
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its finest, most dynamic grain.

The default mode of urban development

is autocatalytic, driven by the economic logic

of proximity and supply and demand.
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When images of their streets are
spliced together, it can be hard to

discern the difference between
Mumbai’s Dharavi slum and Torino,

Italy (above), or between Dharavi and
Tokyo.

IMAGES: MATIAS ECHANOVE AND RAHUL SRIVASTAVA
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With the exception of water, sewer,

electricity, and other services that require

government, the default mode of urban

development provides what is on any planner’s

checklist for a sustainable and livable city:

density, walkability, mixed uses. It builds

engines of local development and commerce;

the income generated by the shops mostly stays

in the neighborhood, either as consumption of

other services or investment in upgrading tools

and buildings.

The autocatalytic city also confounds
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planners and city managers. Authorities have

always struggled to control the slums. (Baron

Haussmann built wide boulevards in Paris

expressly to prevent barricades and allow the

royal troops to move quickly across town to

quell rebellions.) And so officials ignore these

areas in policy and planning, or move to

demolish them, often with violence. Few cities

have taken stock of how much informal

settlements contribute to the urban gross

domestic product. By some accounts, Dharavi

constitutes as much as one-quarter of

Mumbai’s economy.
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In contrast, the machine model of the

city, when taken to the extreme, has produced

aseptic cities like Brasilia and Islamabad and

Chandigarh — places that are aesthetically

orderly, especially when viewed from the air,

but have very little life on the street. Most of

these cities are ringed by autocatalytic towns

where vibrant urban life actually happens.
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Brasilia, the capital of Brazil, was
deliberately developed by an urban

planner, an architect, and a landscape
designer in 1956.

IMAGE: GARY YIM/SHUTTERSTOCK 
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Technology and the new mobility

The autocatalytic city contains an intelligence,

a kind of ingenuity that can never be captured

by a top-down system of control. So it is almost

poetic that the complexity of the city finds an

analogue and an ally in the nonhierarchical

complexity of the Internet. In much the same

way that the autocatalytic city makes

maximum use of physical materials and space,

it is also co-opting technology into its fabric.

Community-based groups
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like  have

enlisted citizens to conduct their own censuses

and create their own maps, which they publish

on open online platforms, thereby expanding

our collective knowledge of cities. 

 for instance, used youth volunteers

with handheld GPS units and the wiki

OpenStreetMap to create a detailed map of

the most famous informal settlement in

Nairobi. Until Map Kibera, most government

maps showed the area as a forest. The project

revealed the network of paths and roads and

showed locations of churches, clinics, and

Shack/Slum Dwellers International

Map

Kibera,
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stores. Residents of Kibera are now using the

map as a platform to report uncompleted or

badly built government projects, countering

official reports and often exposing corruption.

Similarly,  helps informal

settlers in the city formerly known as Madras

to map their own settlements in relation to (the

lack of) government services. These efforts

combine local knowledge with technology to

engage planners and city leaders.

Transparent Chennai
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The desolate, official map of Kibera,
shown at left from Google Maps,

reflects nothing of the dense life visible
in Google’s satellite view. These two
images were accessed on the same

day in December 2012, minutes apart.

The use of technology is, like the

autocatalytic city, built up incrementally

responding directly to needs.
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Nowhere is the power of this process

more pronounced than in transportation.

While services like Uber, Waize, Zimride, and

Zipcar are disrupting the established regime in

the developed world, entrepreneurs in

emerging markets are also using information

technology and cell phones to radically

reinvent transportation, improving services for

users and boosting the livelihoods of drivers.

Unlike most cities in the U.S., urban

centers in the developing world are transit rich.

Informal public transit permeates the urban
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fabric. Just as the built environment in the

autocatalytic city is driven by bottom-up

processes, the need to move around in rapidly

growing cities with inadequate public

transportation has given rise to private transit

services (also called informal or paratransit).

Even supposedly egalitarian public transit can

be out of reach for the poorest urban dwellers.

The vast majority of riders on Delhi’s much-

touted new subway, for instance, have incomes

more than three times higher than the local

median.
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Each metropolis has its own versions of

the same paratransit vehicles: small buses,

jitneys, three-wheelers, and motorcycles. There

are the “trotros” in Lagos; a relative of the

“matatus” in Nairobi; and the megataxis in

Manila. The “collectivo” minibus of Latin

America is similar to the Philippines’ “jeepney”

and Pakistan’s minibus. The auto rickshaw is

nearly ubiquitous in South Asia. Pedicabs,

“trisikads,” “becaks,” “trishaws,” and cycle

rickshaws have the same configurations across

Southeast Asia. The “ojek” in Jakarta occupies

the same service niche as the “okada” in Lagos
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and Freetown, the “motodup” in Phnom Penh,

and the “motorsai rapjang” in Bangkok.

In many cities, as much as 80 percent of

the population depends on such informal

transit. But the meetings of rider and driver

have been, until now, up to chance.
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Chai wallahs fulfill a critical dispatching
role for Fazilka Ecocabs’ innovative

service.
IMAGE: COURTESY OF FAZILKA ECOCABS
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 named for its small

hometown in the state of Punjab, India, has a

clever system. It takes requests via call or text

message, and relays them to the cell-phone-

equipped “chai wallah” (the guy selling tea on

the street) adjacent to the nearest queue of

rickshaws. The chai wallah directs a cycle

puller to a waiting customer. The customer

receives a text message with the expected time

of arrival, the fare, and the driver’s name. This

makes the service safer and more predictable

for the customer. In return for signing up,

Fazilka Ecocabs provides the cycle pullers and

Fazilka Ecocabs,
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their families with free visits to the doctor,

educational support for their children, and

traffic safety training. Ecocabs and similar

services are starting to roll out apps to prepare

for the influx of smartphones. They could

create services that will not only dwarf the

customer base of Uber or Zipcar, but also

improve the trifecta of environment,

economics, and equity.

Bottoms up
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This essay, of course, is partly polemical. Our

understanding of cities has been shaped by our

Industrial Age expectations of institutional

control. As urban centers boom around the

globe, however, we are hitting the limits of the

machine model of cities. Metropolises are

growing too fast for our old institutional

models to work. Our task, as so ably argued by

author and urban activist Jane Jacobs, is not to

command the city but to understand the

processes that make it work.

Rather than dreaming up ways to control
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the autocatalytic city, planners and city leaders

should think instead of how to enable it. We

must avoid confusing aesthetic order with

actual order. We must recognize the native

intelligence and resilience of autocatalytic

communities and not suffocate them with our

push for the logic of efficiency. Our plans

should be additive rather than destructive and

should respect and imitate the incremental

(and fundamental) forces at play.

The autocatalytic city does have limits.

While optimized for the small grain and the
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economics of proximity, it is blind to larger-

scale challenges and longer-term threats, such

as earthquakes or climate change. This city

can build its own streets but cannot build mass

transit. It can build a local economy, but not

protect a local ecology. City leaders will have

to find the balance. We all stand to gain, but

only if we are prepared to give up control.
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About the City 2.0
TED Prize
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The TED Prize is awarded annually to an

exceptional individual who receives $1,000,000

and the TED community’s resources and

expertise to spark global change. The Prize

begins with a wish — a wish to inspire thinkers

and doers across the globe to dream

bigger. For almost a decade, 25 TED Prize

wishes have catalyzed activists to ignite change

worldwide. From Bono’s 

 (2005 recipient) to Jamie

Oliver’s  (2010 recipient) and

JR’s  (2011 recipient), the

TED Prize has helped to combat poverty, take

ONE

Campaign

Food Revolution

Inside Out Project
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on religious intolerance, improve global health,

tackle child obesity, advance education, and

inspire art around the world. For more

information visit 

 is a gathering place for all

urban denizens to share stories, videos, ideas

and innovations related to urban

transformation. Citizen-powered and story-

driven, the City 2.0 showcases community

driven, user-generated stories about what

moves hearts and minds to take action to

improve the way we share the planet. The site

ted.com/prize.

TheCity2.org

TED is a nonprofit devoted to “Ideas Worth Spreading.” It

started out, in 1984, as a conference bringing together people

from three worlds: Technology, Entertainment, Design. Since

then its scope has become ever broader. Along with two annual

conferences — the TED Conference in Long Beach and Palm

Springs, Calif., each spring, and the TEDGlobal conference in

Edinburgh, Scotland, each summer — TED includes the award-

winning TED Talks video site, the Open Translation Project and

Open TV Project, the inspiring TED Fellows and TEDx

programs, and the annual TED Prize.

The annual TED Conferences, in Long Beach/Palm Springs and

Edinburgh, bring together the world’s most fascinating thinkers

and doers, who are challenged to give the talk of their lives (in 18

minutes).

On TED.com, we make the best talks and performances from

TED and partners available to the world, for free. More than
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features stories from TEDxCity2.0 participants

and City 2.0 prizewinners who received grants

of $10,000 each to support their impactful

work in areas like transportation, education,

health, public space, safety, and

food. TheCity2.org needs your story so we can

learn from each other to make our urban

spaces more vibrant, inclusive, and just. For

more information visit TheCity2.org.

TED and partners available to the world, for free. More than

1,000 TED Talks are available online, with more added each

week. All are subtitled in English; many are subtitled in various

other languages. These videos are released under a Creative

Commons license, so they can be freely shared and reposted.

City 2.0: The Habitat of the Future, and How to Get There. Copyright ©

February 2013. All rights reserved. Published in the United States

by TED Conferences, LLC. No part of this publication may be

used or reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by

any means whatsoever without the prior written permission of the

publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in

critical articles and review and certain noncommercial uses

permitted by copyright law. For permission requests, contact the

publisher at:

TED Conferences, LLC

250 Hudson Street
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A new skyscraper, right of center, rises in Shanghai. Image:

ssguy/Shutterstock

A Seattle resident gets around with the car sharing service

Car2go. Image: Courtesy of Car2go

Tomatoes and greens flourish with aquaponic cultivation inside an

UrbanFarmers Box (above). An animation imagines harvest time

at a rooftop aquaponics farm. Images: Courtesy of UrbanFarmers Ltd.

An elevated freeway once made this expanse in front of the San

Francisco Ferry Building dark and uninviting. Image: Rafael Ramirez

Lee/Shutterstock

The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge takes on new

luminescence during a test of the Bay Lights art installation. Image:

Lucas Saugen

Thousands of people walk daily along La Rambla, the leafy three-

quarter-mile pedestrian mall in Barcelona, Spain. Image:

nito/Shutterstock

Ground-level sensors, aircraft, and a massive laser scanning device

atop Mount Wilson combine measurements to continuously gauge

the Los Angeles basin’s greenhouse gas emissions. Image: Courtesy of

NASA/JPL-Caltech

Luke Jerram, the artist behind the Play Me, I’m Yours public-

piano project, jams in Times Square. Credit: Amarynth Sichel

What fits in a parking space, besides a car? An actual park, as

demonstrated in San Francisco on Park(ing) Day 2010. Image:

Courtesy of Rebar Group

The 840-square-foot CityHome, designed by the MIT Media

Lab, can transform its living room on demand into a formal

dining room, a guest suite, or a pair of offices. Image: Courtesy of

Changing Places Group

Residents throng along M.G. Road at the evening rush hour in

Dharavi slum, Mumbai. Image: URBZ
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